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Fulton Band To Repeat
Concert Of Ton Music
You might call it a commend per-
formance if you wish! So many
rave notices were received by Ful.
ton Band's concert last year that
another concert has been planned
for Saturday night, February 5.
Director Mandel Brown said today
that the band is busily practicing
on the program they will present
and Indicates that it will be another
smash hit.
1
Jottings
From
Jo's
Notebook
I got a letter from Senator
George Brand this week wherein
he 'lowed as how he read our edi-
torial with amusement. But you
know what. I read the letter over
and over and I just couldn't see
how anybody could say no many
mean things while laughing.
George thinks that I ought to pub-
lish his letter to me as a matter
of "fair play," but I'm not going to
do it and I'll tell you why.
You see, there's so much bad in
the best of us and so much good in
the worst of us, that I'll be chimed
If I'm going to let people know just
how much thd is in the best of
George.
I appreciate George's challenge
to run against him in 1967, but
thanks no Trying to get cleansed
from the onslaught one gutter-type
campaign is enough for my life-
time.
Let's see now, where was I. Oh
yes, I want to tell you how much
fun it was sharing the holiday fun
with Marian I Maxfield) and Lynn
Larson The newly weda were here
visiting with her parents the CliAt
Maxfield' and her sister (MU.
Glenn Dunn) and family They as-
turned to Redondo Beach, Califs,
Ma where they make their *Me
and which Marian calls home-bass
for Mr tsar as a TWA steward-
ess. There's a warm spa In otti
hearts for Marian. She was our
first "offiee gal" in the News of-
fice when we ram came here, In,
so many years ago.
What a wonderful surprise it was
last week to have Bill and Jerry
McMahon drop by the office for a
too short, but very pleasant visit.
The couple detoured around to
Fulton from Lexington en route to
their new home in Loa Angeles, I
think. Their daughter Karen is at
the University of Kentucky, an the
trip there was a "must" before
journeying on to the West Coast.
The MeMahons have been living
in Muscatine, Iowa for the past sev-
eral years, but Bill's new assign-
ment as a regional sales manager
takes him back to California's
sunny climate. Faille here the Mc-
Mahon' visited with her sister
Mrs. Ted Clark, and other relatives
and friends.
I promised Sue Hurt that I would
drop in on the Dale Carnegie course
in public speaking one of these
days and I found the time to do so
Monday night. The class is held
each Monday night at the Chamber
of Commerce office and to say that
I was pleasantly shocked at the
course of studies is putting it
mildly. I thought that I had over-
come, or rather learned a lot In
appearing before the public in
thirty-five years of newepapering,
but I found out in a few abort min-
utes that I knew nothing at all
(Continued an Page nee)
I.ast year's first concert of popu-
lar tunes from Broadway musicals
proved such a hit with the listening
audience it was decided to make
the event an annual affair.
Proceeds will be used to help de-
fray expenses of the band, such as
the replacement of instruments
and travel costs of out-of-town
trips.
The concert will be at 7,30 p. m.,
February 5, at Carr Auditorium.
Mrs. Glynn Bushart who is presi-
dent of the Band Booster Club said
today that local support And the
pride shown by interested citizens
has gone a long way to improve
the morale and the excellence of
the band's performances.
"Entering various competitions
and coming out with some kind of
award helps about as much as long
practice sessions." she said.
"A good attendance at the sec-
ond annual concert will be like a
public pat on the back for the hard
working school band," she added,
"And I hope they will play to •
standing room audience next
month.
CADET OF THE WEEK
Mike Crider, son of Mr. and Mrs.
B. R. Crider, Park Road, Fulton,
was seleCted the "Cadet of the
Week" from Company B, tat Bat-
talion, ROTC Brigade at Murray
State College.
One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers
The News has won awards tor out.
standing excellence every year R
has been submitted in judging con-
tests.
Volume Thirty-Five
1.1
Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky
Mrs. Virgil Barker, (standing right) 1066 Fund drive co-chairman looks
over die receipts from the daily auctions ov•r WFUL with Mrs. Frank
Barber standing tett and Mrs. James Robey and Mrs. Robert Batts
seated. (See Notebook)
City, County Teachers Discussing
Participation In KEA Protest Day
Judy Olive Is
Fulton High's
Top Homemaker
?Litton High School's 1966 Betty
crstillter Homemaker of Tomorrow
Is Jtady Olive, daughter of Mr. and
Mess Carter Olive.
- Bitty scored highest in a written
loolswiedge and attitude examisa-
foal token by senior- home sem
Illatkies III December 7, 1165. and
Is now eli ble for state and na-
tional scholarship awards. She has
earned a special award pin from
the program's sponsor, General
Mills.
Teat papers of all school winners
in the state are being Judged, and
a State Homemaker of Tomorrow
and a runner-up will be selected
soon. The State Homemaker of
Tomorrow will receive a $1500 col-
lege scholarship and her school will
be awarded a complete set of the
Encyclopedia Britannica. The sec-
ondrating girl in the state will re-
ceive a $500 educational grant.
AT MEETINGI
Mrs Mildred Freeman and Mrs.
Anna Belle Edwards attended •
meeting of the Illinois Central
Credit Union in Jackson Tuesday
night.
NEW POSITION
Mrs. John Watts, of Cayce, has
been employed by the Hickman
County Health Department as
nutritionist. She will divide her
time and services with Hickman,
Fulton, Carlisle and Graves Coun-
ties health departments.
BLUE SANK MEETING
All members of the Civitan Club
are urged to be on hand at 7 p. m.
Thursday, January 20, for their
regular meeting, which will be held
at the Blue Bank Restaurant at
Reelfoot Lake.
"New don't smf nervous," Instructor Ken Bristew tells Bill Bennett
(right) as the Carnegie teacher stresses a point In public speaking.
(See Notebook)
Other Photos On Inside PagosOripinals Available at Tk Each
,The Kentucky Education Association set February
3 for its one-day statewide teacher walkout to protest
low salaries.
KEA Executive Secretary J. M. Dodson has sent a
letter to all local education associations, asking for 100
per cent participation in "this unprecedented action."
Bobby Snider, president of the Fulton City Educa-
tion Association and a delegate to the KEA Assembly
advised the News on Wednesday that meetings had been
held here to discuss the planned protest day but that no
decision has been reached.
Mr. Snider attended the meeting in Frankfort.
Miss Agnes Sublette and Robert Stewert are dele-
gates to the KEA Assembly from the Fukon County
School system, but did not attend the meeting in Frank-
fort. A meeting of the Fulton County Education Associa-
tion will be held Monday to discuss the protest day.
Dodson pointed out that the KEA
delegate assembly approved a
resolution suggesting that local
education associations use the
"professional protest day" to con-
duct meetings on "professional
problems inherent in the struggle
for increased support of the
schools, including sanctions."
If the walkout and subsequent
measures do not produce substan-
tially higher teacher salaries from
the Kentucky General Assembly,
the teachers plan to move toward
sanctions—nationwide blacklisting
of Kentucky education.
In his letter, Dodson urged the
teachers to "view this day as a
significant opportunity to take a
giant step forward wading to in-
creased professional awareness
and involvement of all (KEA)
members."
He added that it is "absolutely
imperative" that all KEA members
cooperate fully in the protest.
Dodson referred to February 3
as "The Day."
He said it is "our sincere con-
viction that our KEA members are
proud of the democratic process by
which KEA policy is determined
4through your elected delegates.
' "It is therefore crucial that your
(local) association give unanimous
support to this decision made by
our elected delegates.
"Nothing but a complete blanket
observance throughout the state
will accoMplish the purpose for
which this unprecedented action
was taken."
The letter was sent to local edu-
cation association presidents in
Kentucky's 2430 school districts and
to presidents of local classroom
teacher associations.
The KEA staff is working on
suggestions on what the teachers
might do during the protest day.
(SEE EDITORIAL PAGE TWO)
It is expected that among the ac-
tivities will be letter writing to
legislators, sponsoring of "spot"
messages on radio stations telling
why the teachers walked out and
discussing the meaning of sanc-
tions.
The decision to hold a "profes-
sional protest day"—the educators
carefully avoid using the word
"strike"—was made by the 600
delegates of the KEA assembly.
They represented most of the
29,000 or so teachers, principals,
supervisors, superintendents and
other professional school personnel
in Kentucky public sobools.
The protest is directed primarily
at GOV. Edward T. Breathitt and
the legislature.
Breathitt's state budget, already
approved by the legislators and
signed by -him, includes enough
money for a $200 teacheraalary in-
crease this year and another 4200
next year.
The teachers are demanding $900
over the two years. The average
teacher salary in Kentucky is now
$4,930, which ranks 46th in the na-
tion.
The Kentucky "protest day" is
similar to one held in Oklahoma in
,ContInued on Pope Four,
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Mother's March For March Of Dimes
On Monday Night; Auctions Continue
You'll get a knock on your door on Monday, Jan-
uary 24, if you live on the Kentucky side of the border.
At about supper-time some thirty women will ask you
to open your heart and your pocket-book to help the
March of Dimes continue its work with infantile para-
lysis and do more research and study into the area of
birth defects.
Mrs. Glynn Bushart, chairman
of the annual Mother's March for
the March of Dimes has mapped
the city into several areas with
team captains in each area. Each
team captain may appoint block
workers for the city-wide canvass
so that no contributor will be miss-
ed in the effort to reach this year's
goal.
Meanwhile the annual radio auc-
tion over Station WFU'L continues
each morning, broadcasting live
from the Chamber of Commerce
office on Commercial Avenue. Auc-
tioneers Johnny Stayton and Bill
Gray are now conducting the all
girl band of March of Dimes
workers, with Mts. Charles Brow-
der and Mrs Virgil Barker doing
solos occasionally since both are
co-chairmen for this year's drive.
In Hickman Mrs. Marian White is
chairman of the radio auction that
will be broadcast from the ERA of-
fice beginning Monday morning
January 24 and continuing through
Wednesday. The auctions will be-
gin in Hickman at nine-thirty a. m.
just as they begin in Fulton at the
same time.
This year, for the first time,
Fulton and South Fulton have
:mined forces to stage the giant
radio auction. Mrs. Richard Bod-
ker is chairman of the South Ful-
ton radio auction.
Last Saturday a road block was
staged on Highway 51-bypass at the
Derby Cafe when generousanotor.
lath contributed almost $150 to the
annual drive. Gen Ray Browder
and Mary Jo Westplieling are co-
chairmen for the teen-age activi-
ties.
Team Captains announced by
Mrs. Bushart are as follows:
EAST FULTON
East Drive - Mrs. Henry Hanna.
Court Drive - Mrs. Chas Paw-
lukiewiez.
Hillcrest - Mrs. BM Fossett.
East State Line - Mrs. C. D. Ed-
wards.
Vine Street - Mrs. Thomas Ma-
han.
Henderson & Forest Circle -
Mrs. Ed Holt.
Cleveland & Wells - Mrs. Leon
Mann.
Jackson - Miss Barbara Brown.
Jefferson - Mrs. Van Latta.
Cedar - Mrs. J. St. Luther.
Norman"- Mrs. Fred Romeo.
Maiden - Mrs. Nelson Tripp.
Maple - Mrs. Chas. Wade An-
drews.
Arch - Mrs. Doris Campbell
,Continued on Page Ftvei
A good time is always had by everybody who attends the daily radio auctions far the March of Climes being
held each morning at the Chamber of Commerce office. In Me photo above Mrs. Charles Snswder, 1166
driv• co-chairman, and auctioneers Johnny Stayten and Sill Gray, appreciate tfie description of the cake
being given by Mrs. Richard Bodnar, South Fulton radio auction chairman.
First District
Cage Tourney
At Can Gym
The First District basketball
tournament will be held March 2,
9, 4 and 5 at Carr gymnasium,
Fulton and drawings will be held
on February 13th,
Participating schools include
Fulton City, Fulton County, Carlisle
County and Riverview.
Games will be played at 7!30
each night with the finals on Sat-
urday, March 5 at 7:90 p.m.
Winner and runner-up will repre-
sent the First District in the
Regional tournament at Murray.
, Admission is 50c and $1.00.
Legion Post, Auxiliary
To Meet Next Monday
The Marshall Alexander Post No.
72 of the American Legion and the
Auxiliary will meet Monday night,
January 24, in the Post home at
6.45 p. m. A 'pot-luck diluter will
be served, with the Post 7urnishing
the meat.
The program is in Charge of the
Legislation and Natipnal Security
chairman, Mrs. Pete Green.
P. 0. Service, Parcel Post
Delivery To Be Expanded
The President today directed Postmaster General
Lawrence F. O'Brien to take steps to increase window
service where needed in some 15,000 post offices, and to
resume six-day-a-week parcel post delivery in 6,091
cities
"A good, stable, dependable post-
al system is vital to the well-being
of the Nation's economy," Presi-
dent Johnson said, in granting the
Postmaster General authority to
seek service improvement funds
from Congress. "I want you to ex-
plore all the techniques available
to modernize our postal service
and make certain that they are be-
ing used to provide the American
people with the best postal system
in the world at the lowest possible
cost to the taxpayer." The Post-
master General said that the ser-
vice improvements will be made as
soon as the,. Congress provides the
funds—hopefully within the next
months.
Authority to make postal service
improvements was contained in a
letter to the Postmaster General,
replying to a proposal by Mr.
O'Brien that such action be taken.
Under the Postmaster General's
proposal, six-day parcel post de-
livery would be restored in 6,091
cities where delivery routes served
by foot sorrier' are now receiving
parcel post delivery only five days
a week, One delivery day Is skip-
ped each week in these cities,
though on toddles served by meunt-
ed carriers, six-day Parcel delivery
has been maintained.
Post office window service on
Saturdays, and in some cages, Sun-
days would be authorized on an rea-
needed basis in nearly 15,000 r;ost
offices. Later window hour servrao
would also be resumed on weeC,,
nights, where needed.
Postmasters would be authorized
to resume selling money orders on
Saturdays as part of the window
service restoration in those cities
where money order sales have
been curtailed.
Cousin Tuny Of TV Fame, Gets Featured In National Magazine
(The following article which
appears In the February Issue of
TV-Radio Mirror will be of inter-
ant to many Futtoni•ns, sine,
Doris B. Freeman ("Cousin
Tony" is her professional name)
formerly lived here and still
claims Fulton as her home.)
For ten years, a slim, pretty
woman named Doris B. Freeman
has been winning the hearts of
children (and grownups) as "Cous-
in Tuny," a charecter who is a
combination of clown, philosopher
and big sister.
The Cousin Tuny Show is aired
over WDXI-TV in Jackson, Tennes-
see, on Saturdays from 11 A. M.
to noon. Dressed in "oldtimey"
pantaloons, gingham dress, high-
top shoes and a hat with just one
daisy, Cousin Tuny sings, dances,
chats with the kids in her audience,
reads from the Bible and leads the
youngsters in the studio and at
home in a prayer. But telling about
Cousin Tony cannot do her justice.
She is unique, and her show mute
be seen.
Doris Freeman spfnt most of
her early life entertaining in one
way or another. She says that she
"never refused a chance to per-
form" and was "always ready to
do some hoofing or singing." She
had her first show.buliness Job at
the age of seven on a children's
radio show. And she has since
"thought, lived and dreamed" show
business.
Yet in spite of her dedication to
show business, there are two things
that Doris Freeman considers to
be more important: her four chil-
dren—Patricia, 20, Cynthia, 19,
James, 15, and Constance, 12—and
the work she does for such organ-
izations as the Heart Association,
United Cerebral Palsy, the Ameri-
can Red Cross and many others.
In addtiion, she visits hospitals to
entertain children — every week
without fail, despite a very heavy
schedule.
With her career and her charit-
able activities, Doris Freeman has
to organize every hour of her life
and run a "tight ship.- And this
she does, with the full cooperatioo
of her family. "We have a very
democratic household," she says.
"And we have a very happy one.
I try to make every day a triumph
for all of us."
By "triumph," Doris Freeman
means giving of oneself, being
thankful for your blessings and
achieving peace of mind. She does
all of this, in performing as Cousin
Tuny and in her personal life. And
her approach to living is embodied
in everything she does on the Cous-
in Tuny Show. Everything from
the prayer and Bible reading, to
her motto, with which she closes
each show, reveals her deep com-
mitment to the wellbeing of others
The motto: "I love you lots, don't
you never ever forget; youre tops
with Tony 'cause you're all Tuny's
cousins."
Above, "Cousin Tuley," Jayne
Mansfield when they appeared tie
pother aun WSM.TV Toeethen, rais-
ing 5150,000 for United Cerebral
Palsy.
THE FITLTON COUNTY NEWS PAUL and JOHANNA M
. WRSTPHRLINO
Thursday, January 20, 1966 Eileen aotd Publishers
Editorials
Education's Plight In Kentucky Points Up Need
For Courageous, Militant Action At Grass Roots
The state-wide protest day plan-
ned by the Kentucky Education As-
sociation to focus attention on what
the KEA calls an - inadequate salary
scale for class-room teachers seems
to us to be a matter of doing "too
much, too late." The one-day walk-
out authorized by the KEA Delegate
Assembly, at best can only hurt the
image -of the -teaching profession in
Kentucky.
The effort to impose "severe
sanctions," which include the black-
listing of Kentucky schools can do
nothing but injure every major phase
of Kentucky's economy.
Yet, 'tis an ill wind that doesn't
blow somebody some good. For in the
drastic action now being taken Ken-
tucky's teachers may learn that the
time and the place to be heard and
seen is at election time in the grass
roots area.
It is not likely that the protest
day scheduled for February 3 will
bring one additional dollar for salar-
ies from the present General Assem-
bly. Governor Edward T. Bneathitt's
 
d two-billion budget has been
passed with absolutely no opposition
in the State House of Representatives
(99-0) and with just token opposition
in the State Senate. It calls for a $400
increase in teacher salaries over the
next two years, and that's it, as for as
the General Assembly and Governor
Breathitt are concerned.
We are not opposed to the pro-
test day. We think it will serve a real
purpose for the teachers if it gives
them the courage to speak up in the
future, on the local level, where dras-
tic action is needed now and in the
future.
At this moment, tax commission-
ers all over the State are listing prop-
erty for tax assessment purposes.
Now is the crucial time for the vari-
ous local, district and state organiza-
tions to be looking over the shoulder
of the tax commissioner to see that
all property assessments are fair and
impartial andrequalized to the extent
that the local school hoards will get
the additional money needed to in-
crease teachers' salaries.
Governor Breathitt has promised
that there will be no increase in
taxes on the state level. Even if the
protest day resolves into some con-
crete action for a one-cent increase in
the present three cents sales tax, the
legislation has little or no chance of
passing since Breathitt has made it
clear that he will not favor such an
increase. With the apparent influence
Bfealhitt has over the present Gen-
eral Assembly the piuseeet of in-
creasing the sales tax is dreary in-
deed.
We think it rather odd that the
KEA leadership is now urging its
members to bombard their elected
representatives with telegrams seek-
ing support of,_ legislation for higher
salaries. If such militant action had
been taken during last year's primary
elections, demanding that each candi-
date make known his individual plat-
form for education, there wouldn't be
nearly so many yes-men in Ken-
tucky's General Assembly.
For too long teachers and school
administrators have been categorized
in the sacro-sanct towers with moth-
erhood and the flag. Many, many,
many people and school patrons have
considered it a gross indiscretion
when teachers campaigned for a can-
didate who would fight for up-grad-
ing the status of education. The teach-
ers themselves have aided and abet-
ted this fallacy.
We have considered it supreme-
ly ridiculous, even stupid, for teach-
ers to avoid the political arena, when
they knew full well that their status
depended on the action of the candi-
dates. good or bad, that they helped
send to the General Assembly. If in
the past some teachers have con-
sidered it beneath their dignity to
work actively for a representative
sympathetic to their cause, then they
have no right to complain about the
performance of their representative
at the legislature.
We hope that the volatile action
now being taken by the KEA will
;erve as the beginning of a strong and
:lose knit organttion similar to that
3f the many labor unions around us.
We hope that from now on the
teachers will negotiate with political
candidates without fear, rather than
to sit back and take the consequences
out of fear.
The action of the General As-
sembly and the stand of Governor
Breathitt not to increase taxes ap-
pears final . . but it is also a begin-
ning. Now is the time to fight for
1-qualization of our local property as-
sessments. which is where the re-
sources are right now for higher
teacher salaries.
We think teachers should be as
courageous in fighting the home-
folks as they are in fighting an elect-
ed official miles away from the local
class-rooms.
Police And Courts Help With Shop-lifting
Menace; Many Are Professionals, Amateurs
The Police and Courts have be-
oome aware of the tremendous los-
-Nkk sea from shoplifting and are cooperat-
"\ ing with the merchants by increased
number of convictions and much
heavier sentences.
The greatest deterrents to
shoplifting are prosecution and pub-
licity. Shoplifting is considered a very
low social crime and the huge major-
ity of shoplifters caught immediate-
ly state, "please don't let any one
know as my reputation would be
ruined if this were known."
There are three types of shop-
lifters:
a. The professional who steals for
a living. He always sells the merchan-
dise.
b. The semi-professional who is
Published leery Thundery ef The Tear
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usually some one local who steals two
or more items from an individual
store or stores. They use the merchan-
dise themselves, but have become
"hardened" by stealing for such a
long period.
c. The amateur, of first offender,
who never has more than one item
from a store. They do not have the
rourale to take more than one item.
Sooner or later they will move into
the semi-professional classes.
Kentucky has an excellent
shonlifting law. The crime is com-
mitted as soon as the merchandise is
concealed. It is not necessary for the
person to pass out the check-out stand
or be outside the store.
Last week we published an edi-
torial regarding the growing cost to
retailers brought about by shop-lift-
ing. One of our readers, a retailer,
plagued be the shop-lifting menace
wanted to know more about the mat-
ter, what is being done about it and
what kind of people do shop-lifting.
We think we can partially answer his
questions.
11)01;cri COIt1FR
IT COULDN'T BE DONE
Somebody said that it couldn"t be done,
But he, with a chuckle, replied
That "maybe it couldn't." but he would be one
Who wouldn't say so till he'd tried.
So he buckled right in with the trace of a grin
On his face. If he worried he hid it
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn't be done, and he did it.
Somebody scoffed: "Oh, you'll never do that;
At least, no one ever has done it;"
But he took off his coat and he took off his hat,
And the first thing we knew he'd begun it.
With a lift of his chin and a bit of a grin,
Without any doubting or quiddit.
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn't be done, and he did it.
There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done,
There are thousands to prophesy failure:
There are thousands to point out to you, one by one,
The dangers that wait to assail you.
But just buckle in with a bit of a grin,
Just take off your coat and go to it:
Just start to sing as you tackle the thing
That "cannot be done," and you'll do it.
— Edgar A. Guest
I FULTON'Sjarsary Comerby Miss Jessie Orgain
In checking the Publisher's
Weekly's Best Seller List for last
week. we had that we have on our
shelves most of those hated.
Though dr beet sellers are sot al-
ways the best books, as a rule a
big percent of books which the
greatest number of people are buy-
ing have rime special value or hp-
peal And we do like to know what
others are Marl interested in he.
hurry and come in to examine
these before they are all checked
out The following is a hat of None
of these
FICTION
UP THE DOWN STAIRCASE, by
BH Kaufman. describes what goes
on in a large metropolitan high
school. It is a wise and witty story
of real people told with genuine
warmth -
HOTEL, by Arthur Hailey. Once
in a generation there is produced
a stirring, exciting story set against
the background of a great hotel.
This is such a book, the setting is
the St. Gregory Hotel in the city of
New Orleans in 1964.
THE SOURCE, by James Mich-
ener. The framework of this novel
is furnished by the archeologists.
but James !Lehner. exercising
the prerogatives of a master story-
teller is not limited by these facts.
He recreates the life in and around
Idakor through believable charact-
ers and dramatic situations that
are true to the times that priduced
them. What happened at Makor is
the history of the Holy Land itself,
and what happened in the Holy
Land is intimately bound up with
the development of wester civili-
zation.
THE GREEN BERETS. by Rohm
Moore, contains some of the finest
combat stones ever written. Even
more, it provides lucid, informed
explanations of the tragic bewild-
ering war in Vietnam And it
stands as an eloquent tribute to
brave Americans who are risking
their live. there
NINSP ICTION
A GIFT OF PROPHECY, by the
phenomenal Jeans Dixon, who
publicly foretold President Ken-
nedy's assassination and other
world-shaking event., This Disci-
wing book records ber extra-
ordinary predictions. An extra•
ordinary book about as extra-
ordinary modern-day prophet.
INTERN, by Doctor X. A week
by week diary of a young doctor
during his year of hospital intern-
ship, this is a frank, sometimes
shocking, and completely honest
inside account of modern medical
and hospital practices.
IS PARIS BURNING! by Larry
Collins and Dominique Lapierre.
This book interweaves the personal
experiences of those olio were in
the forefront of the battle and those
who were behind the scenes during
the impassioned days in 1,44 when
Paris struggled for her life and
liberty, and miraculously escaped
Hitler's sentence of death.
THE MAKING OF THE PRESI.-
DENT - 1964, by Theodore H.
White. tells the story of that turbu-
lent year of decision which began
with the amissination of John F.
Kenedy and climaxed in the bat-
tle for prier between Lyndon B
Johnson and Barry Goldwater; it
also tells of the changing back-
ground against which Americans
bad to Judge their leaders.
WORLD AFLAME, by Billy
Graham. This is the heartfelt ex-
pression of the world-famous
evangelist's concern over the
world's despair He examines the
cause of the world's tencons
agauut the background of his own
experience and seeks to answer he
questions we all ask as we watch
the unfolding of the crises of our
time
LIBRARY HOURS
9AM..itAW.andllPM.
5 P M. Monday, Thursday. Friday
& Saturday 11'20 A. M. 9 P. M.
Tutelary.
Library is closed on Wednesd.,:,,
and Sundays.
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
Ger. Illnanl T. Ikestlittt
FRANKFORT—This has been a
rood year for Kentucky, marked
by passage of the $IN million bond
issue which with matching funds
will give us 15559 million to con
'tract new and improved road, and
buildings throughout the Com-
monwealth.
With the Legislature acheduled
to convene January 4 for its regu-
lar biennial aelaloa, prospects for
1966 appear just as bright or
brighter
The new General Assembly will
get underway, as I told a pen big-
Wailes conference at Kentucky
Dam Village last week, relieved by
the assurance that the twoyear
state budget to be presented in
lamasery will require *either now
Uses or as increase in present
Waft.
Is the program I place before
the Legislature for enactment I
shell give top priority to public
education. We cannot afford to halt
or slow down our onward march
to progress in this Reid.
Even otr dramatic break.
through, of the last few years
must be measured against the for. 
wardmovement tattles place in
other slates We must move ahead
just to stay where we are.
Ow of the very important sub-
jects to be considered by the up-
coming Legulature—importaat not
only to us today but to future gen-
erations—will be how to posa on to
the people in a statewide election
that draft al a new state coo-
atttuttoo proposed by the Caudle-
hoe Revision Assembly.
Civil rights legniatioe also oc-
cupies a spot near the top of the
program I shall recommend to the
Legislature It Mould guarantee
that every Kentuckian, regardless
of color, gets equal access to all
public accommodations and equal
treatment in job opportunities.
I have already by an emergency
order put into effect stricter con-
trols on strip and auger mining in
Kentucky but we need to put a law
in our statute books for greater
protection of our natural resources
I shall push for passage of such
a law at the 1966 General Assem-
bly.
In an effort to reduce the sense-
less slaughter in traffic mishaps on
our highways, introduthoe of a
vehicle inspection law is planned.
It has been estimated that SO to
100 lives a year would be saved
by the enactment and enforce-
ment of .a law barring unfit cars
and trucks from the highways.
As we all know, there is a grow-
ing need to conserve water in Ken-
tucky, and I plan to ask the Leg-
islature to pass measure, designed
to head off widespread draugtits
Such legislation also would be aim
ed at s halt to pollution of the
state'. very vital enter rourcei
and supplies.
A subject that also should be tat
ea up by the Legislature is the ma:
ter of campaign eoetrilmatioas and
expesidiutres. I plan to recommend
removal of our unreasonable and
umealutic limits to campaign et
pendttures, and at the same time
call for mandatory disclosure of
name* and amount' in contribu
hoar larger than perhaps
While many other legislative
matters have valid claim and are
getting our attention there are
only two more that I shall manioc
now. One of these would change
our tnatiralket laws to make cer-
tain that policy holders an given
greeter protection.
The other. which I TIOnasereedly
endorsed, as in the area of criminal
Josue*. and includes Ihriltieg the
uee of capital puniatunent. It also
would change bail-bond procedure
to place rtruuu regulations on
professional beadsmen and give
discretionary power to Judges in
deciding the secessity of a bond.
Some of the measures I plan to
recommend to Use Legislature are
likely to be regarded as cover-
sal and provoke protests. but I
call on all the members of the the.
General Assembly, Democrats and
Republicans alike, to *in in bi-
partisan support of our efforts to
make and keep Kentucky one of
the nation's most progressive
state!
OH Library Aids
Shelby Letters
The University of Kentucky Li-
brary has added two letters to its
collection of Isaac Shelby docu
Meats Both were presented by
New York attorney William Camp-
bell Scott. a 1929 graduate of UK's
College of law and great-great
grandson of Shelby, Kentucky's
first governor.
Scott gave the letters in memory
of his mother, the late Mrs Kith-
erne Shelby Scott. Both letters
were 'seinen by the governor to
his son. Thomas Hart Shelby. dur-
ing the summer of 1613. One re-
fers to Shelby's efforts to raise
troops for the Canadian expedition
in the War of tell, The other com-
ments on the battle between an
American ship and a British ves-
sel.
January 18. 1E45
The 187 Taxi Line was recently purchased by Beggs
and Graves at Whiteway Barber Shop, from Raymond
Copeland. They took over the management of the taxi
service -January 1st and it will be operated from the bar-
ber shop on Lake Street.
Ellis McAlister, of Route 1, Wingo, while out hunt-
ing Friday afternoon, accidently shot himself in the
foot. He was brought to the Fulton Hospital, where it
was necessary to amputate two toes.
W. L. Edison, dairy specilaist, who has been dis-
charged from the Navy after five years' service, has
come to Fulton to make his home. He will be employed
with Swift and Company's plant in this city.
Miss Norma Samons, senior from Fulton, was re-
cently awarded the first scholarship ever established by
individual alumnae of Murray College, and has received
a $100 check Miss Samons graduated from Fulton High
School and entered Murray College in 1942. She was
employed 'in the chemistry laboratory of the Kentucky
Ordnance Works in the fall of 1943, and re-entered
school in the fall of 1944.
J. H. Miller, who has been county agent in Fulton
County for the past two years, has tendered his resigna-
tion, effective January 15, in order to accept a similar
position in Marshall County. A successor ha- not yet
been named.
Mr. and Mrs Gus Browde.r, who reside west of Ful-
ton, announce the engagement of their daughter, Ruth
to Staff Sergeant William Milner, Jr, son of Mr. and
Mrs William Milner of St. Louis. A quiet home wedding
ceremony will be solemnized at the home of the bride
Sunday afternoon, January 20.
From Route 5, Fulton: Moving season: Earl Hedge
has moved to Harold Muzzall farm; Walter Ridgeway to
the farm vacated by Hedge, which he recently bought;
Mr. Rucker and Brooks Oliver to the Ridgeway farm,
which now belongs to Brooks Oliver.
From Austin Springs: Mrs. Dave Mathis and daugh-
ter entertained the past week with a miscellaneous
shower for Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Jones, who were mar-
ried during the Christmas holidays. Gifts were present-
ed, after which refreshments were served.
Quite a few porkers were butchered around this
section the past few days, and spareribs and backbones
are plentiful.
From Lynville: Having plenty of rain in this part of
the country. Farmers are getting their tobacco stripped.
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JOLLY PALS—Governor Edward T. Breathitt and Good-
win Dempsey, 3, of Russellville, laugh it up as the two met
in the Governor's office recently to promote the 1966 March
of Dimes, being conducted throughout January. Goodwin,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Dempsey, is the state March
of Dimes poster child.
CHESTNUT GLADE
BY Mr, Harvey Veneto
The unusually good weather con-
tinues to offer an excellent oppor-
tunity for all kinds of farm work.
Reports from Mrs. Martha Watts
are that she is recovering nicely
from major surgery and is at the
home of her son. Donald, in Mem-
phis. She expects to be home soon.
Mrs. Bessie Finch is reported to
be recovering very nicely at her
home, after recently being in the
hospitals several weeks
Hareey Vaughan, Eulane Kille-
brew and Gene Pentecost repre-
sented the Weakley County Board
of Education at the State Board
Convention ' in Nashville last
Thursday and Friday.
Durrell Terrell was honored
with a birthday supper and party
last Saturday.
Mrs. Irvin Brundige continues to
improve satisfactorily, alter re.
turning from the hospital in Nash-
ville.
Sorry to report that Mrs. Roy
Watts is unimproved and is very
sick at her home. Her sister, Mrs.
Floyd Watts, Is staying with them.
Friends of Guy Strong, of May-
field. in this community will be
sorry to learn that be has been
shut in for several weeks and is
unimproved.
Sympathy is extended to Jess
Pate and family in the death of
his brother, Arthur Pate, of Rives,
Tennessee.
DUKEDOM NEWS
ay Dos. Hama wagon*
Mrs. Winnie Cunningham has re-
cently returned from • visit with
her son, James, and family in
Houston, Texas. She returned by
air and enjoyed it very much.
Mrs. John Cruce was carried to
Baptist Hospital In Paducah Tues-
day, with a broken hip.
Mrs. A. C. Bell entered Hillview
Hospital on Monday and had sur-
gery on Friday. She is reported as
doing well.
Mrs. Raymond Glover is con-
fined to her bed at home in Pilot
Oak for a period of rest and build-
up.
Randall Brown is in Fulton Hos-
pital for treatment,
Mrs. Bill Brown is a patient in
Fulton Hospital and right sick at
the present.
There has been quite a bit of
excitement over the search for the
Wingo Bank robber in and around
Dukedom.
Denmark Land
Of Bikes
COPENHAGEN — In spite of its
hundreds of thousands of new
cars, Denmark is still a land of
bicycles, with more than 3 million
of them.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
B y ars. Carey Prieto.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. in and also at the evening
service. The Adult Ladies' Sunday
School Class met at the home of
Mrs. James McClure the past Sun-
day, in Dukedom, due to the ill-
ness of Mrs. McClure's mother,
who has been very sick for several
months.
At the home of Grant Bynum and
Margarett the past Sunday, their
usual Sunday dinner was enjoyed
by Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis and
daughters, Sammie Jane, Liz and
Becky Lynn, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Bynum, Gloria Ann and Hal.
Mrs. Leslie Lessner and son,
Richard Allen, have recovered
from colds and sore throats and
are able to be out again.
Much of the dark-fired tobacco
was classed and stripped last week
and is getting to- market on loose
leaf floors in Mayfield and Murray
markets. Sales opening on Monday,
the 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Friel& and
baby son. Kerry, accompanied by
their grandson, Chad Argo, came
down from Tullahoma, Tenn., for
the week end. Chad has spent the
past two weeks with his grand-
parents and returned home. He is
the lad of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Argo, of Hickman, where most of
the time was spent by the Frields
family. They also visited with your
writer on Sunday.
Work continues to progress nice-
ly on the home of Joe Westbrook,
now owned by Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Peeler. The interior has been
sheet-rocked and pine paneling on
extra bedroom. The exterior got a
new coat of paint several months
ago and the entire premise has
taken on a new look, due to the
efforts of the Peeler family. They
are to be commended for their un-
tiring labor in making such nice
appearance.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lassiter
and baby Son, Richard Allen, visit-
ed parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Carroll, Dresden Route, the past
Saturday.
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam
DUCK'S 24 HOUR
Wrecker Service
— Radio Dispatched —
106 W. State Line
Dial 472-1821
Nights, Dial 472-1776
Imminsoimmannowisn
Fulton Insurance Agency
FOR 10031
' FARM &ND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 471-1151 EMI MAIN STRUT
FULTON, KisisTOCKY
Seventh In A Series
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
Father Leonard *Ivey
ST. EDWARD'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
The lovely church on Eddings Street, built in 1932, was a proud
moment for the small congregation of Catholics who lived in the
Fulton area at that time. Prior to that services were conducted in
the homes of the various members with a priest from other com-
munities in the Diocese conducting the services. Built of Gothic
architecture the church was remodeled following storm damage
which partially destroyed the edifice in 1945.
The local congregation has grown, though it is still termed a
"mission" since there is no resident pastor in Fulton.
The local church congregation also owns a neat, attractive
frame dwelling located next to the church that at one time served
as classrooms for a private church school. The local Catholic sons are held each Sunday after Mass.
Endings Street — Fulton, Kantecky
school children now attend school in Hickman, being transported
by bus each day.
The congregation of St. Edward's Church invites all denomina-
tions to visit with them at any of the services held here.
Sunday Mass
Holy Day Mass
Instructions for public school students and any interested per-
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Communiiy.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Pretexts
Fulton Phone 411-3451
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Proscription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
Rice Insurance Agency. Inc.
See us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St. Phone 471-1341
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store er et your deer
Fulton, Ky, Phone 4724311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. um..., City, Town,
South Fulton, Tenn.
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Eliteleteelfr"
Hickman, Ky..
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc
Kwitocky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fatten and South Fatten
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our herds your hank
Hickman, Ky. Pinson 13VSISS
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Lbw Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-90116
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm I Auto Insurance
First's Liabthtty C go
In Main St., Fallen Office Phone 471-1311
Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulonar
302 Carr St. Dial 472-1412
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers Green florist amens%
Dial 1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"
Lake Street Dial 472.3421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Exceil•M Food
Private dining for 251
Photos on this page courtesy Gardner's Studio. 218 Commercial Are.
Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tiros, Bettertes, minor repairs
Breadwey $t. Phone W9-9073
1,....it
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TEACHERS—
(Ccattnued from Page One'
November 1964 alter statewide
referendums for teacher pay in-
creases were defeated there.
The Oklahoma protest day set off
a year-long battle between the
state's teachers and the state gov-
ernment. Included was a black-
listing by the NEA.
The conflict ended when the
DEATHS
William R. Graves
William Richard Graves, 54, of
Jackson, Mo., formerly of the
Moscow community, died early
Friday morning. January 16. in
the South East Hospital in Jack-
son.
Funeral services were held last
Sunday afternoon in Hopkins and
Brown Funeral chapel at Clinton,
with Rev. Ray Jackson officiating.
Burial was in Oakwood Cemetery.
He is survived by his widow
and a sister, Mrs. Myrtle Farmer
of Route 1, Clinton.
Mrs. Nettie Walters
Mrs. Nettie Walters, 76. a former
resident of Fulton, died last Fri-
day in St. Louis, where she had
lived for the past 24 years She
was the widow of Luther Walters.
Funeral service was held „at two
o'clock last Monday afternoon in
Hornbeak chapel, with Rev. Prank
Blaine officiating. Burial was in
Mt. Zion Cemetery.
Surviving are two sons, Luther
and Jack of St. Louis; two daugh-
ters. Miss Thelma Walters of St.
Louis and Mrs. Margaret Scranton
of Cahakia, Ill.; a brother, Loui
s
Jones of Kingston, Tenn.; a sister,
Mrs. Nina Finnerup of Chicago,
thirteen grandchildren and twelve
great grandchildren.
Mrs. J. M. Parrish
Mrs. J. M. Parrish, 92, a former
resident of McConnell, died Janu-
ary 14 at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Cody Fankbonner, in Salem,
Illinois.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day afternoon in the McConnell
Baptist Church, with Rev. Leon
Pennick officiating. Burial, in
charge of Whitnel Funeral Home,
was in Greenlee Cemetery.
In addition to Mrs. Frankbonner,
she is survived by two other daugh-
ters, Miss Rebecca Parrish of
Memphis and Mrs. W. Fisher of
Fort Worth, Texas; three sons,
Thad Parrish of McConnell, Em-
mett Lee Parrish of Memphis and
Dr. John M. Parrish of Oklahoma
City, and seven grandchildren.
Wallace Shaikh
Funeral service for Wallace 0.
Shankle, Jr., were held last Sat-
urday afternoon in Whitnel Funeral
Home chapel, with Rev. W. T.
Barnes, pastor of the First Meth-
odist Church, officiating. Burial
was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Mr. Shankle, 53, died in Hickman
on January 13. He was born Aug-
ust 28, 1912, in Fulton, son of the
late W. 0. Shankle and Mrs. Eliza-
beth Ammons Shankle. He was a
veteran of World War It. being
discharged with the rank of cap-
tain, and was a member of the
First Methodist Church.
In addition to his mother, he
is survived by one son, Wallace 0.
Shankle, III, of Clinton; a sister,
Mrs. Odessa Caldwell of Lexing-
ton: a granddaughter, three nieces
and three nephews.
William Morris
Funeral services for Wiliam
Wirt (Bill) Morris were held Jan-
uary 18 in White-Ranson Funeral
chapel in Union City, with Rev. J.
E. Wilford officiating, assisted by
Rev. Henry Hanna.
Mr. Morris. 71, died Sunday at
6:15 p. m. in the Obion County Hos-
pital in Union City. He was an 0-
bion County farmer and a former
resident of Fulton. He was the son
of the late Walter Wirt and Flor-
ence Martin Morris, and was mar-
ried to the former Mrs. Bet-tie
Taylor of Union City.
He was a member of the First
Christian Church in Fulton. the
American Legion and the Union
City Lions Club.
In addition to his widow. he 14
survived by two brothers, Dgetey
Morris of Fulton and Woodson
Morris of San Antonio. Texarlfhtl
a sister, Mrs. L. 0. Bradford—of
Fulton.
Mrs. E. W. Wray
Mrs. E. W. Wray died last Mon-
day: January 17, following a long
Mrs. Wray, 68, was a resident of '
Pilot Oak. She was a member of
the Pilot Oak Church of Christ,
where funeral services were held,
Yesterday (Wednesday), with Bro.
William Hardison officiating. In.,
termendivas in Highland Cemetery'
in Mayfield, in charge of Jackson
Funeral Home.
Surviving are her husband; a
son, Earl Wray; a sister, Mrs. F.
E. Smith of Mayfield; a grandson
and a great grandson.
HONOREDI
Mrs. Leland Jewell has been
honored for her outstanding service
to the local unit of the Woodmen of
the World. She has been named
"1965 Woman of Woodcraft."
HOSPITAL NEWS
The foiiosiing were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
January 19:
FOLTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Joe French. Miss Mary
Swann Bushart, Buford Sisson. W.
J. Hobbs, Kathryn Kearby, Mrs.
Jim Norman, Fulton; Ruben Kim-
bell, Mrs. Dora Kibbler, Allen Pow-
ell, Porter Hamilton, Mrs. Porter
Hamilton, South Fulton; Mrs. Ella
Dillon, Mrs. Ben Gholson, Route 1,
Fulton: Luther Weaver, Mrs. Helen
Lacewell, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
A. G. Campbell, Mrs. H. B. Glover,
Mrs. Lewis Thompson, Tommy
Stayton, Mrs. Johny Stayton, Route
4, Fulton; Deborah Scruggs, Mrs.
Grace Gardner, Water Valley;
Mrs. Odell Goodrich. Mrs. Buddy
Swift. Route 1, Water t'alley;
Randy Cole, Mrs. E. W. Mciforris,
Glenda McIforris, Talmadge
Adams, Route 2, Water Valley;
Mrs. Willis Atteberry, Crutchfield;
Mrs. (has. Burgess, Rotate 1,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Bill Brown, Mrs.
Bessie Hedge, Randall Brown,
Dukedom; Mrs. Onie Farmer,
Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Ferdie Tar-
ver, Route 2, Clinton; Mrs. Mar-
tha Waterfield, Fort Myers, Fla.
JONES HOSPITAL
C. A. Patrick, Mrs. Maggie
Rawls, Mrs. J. A. Brasfield, Mrs.
Frank Twigg, Porter Childers, Miss
Gertrude Murphey, Mrs. W. A.
Beard, Mrs. Al. E. Berry, Gary
Fields, Fulton; Eugene Wiman,
Bingo; Mrs. Laura Wheeler,
Route 4, Dresden; Mrs. Bessie
Carney, Route 3, Martin; Owen
Feullmer, Union Eity; Mrs. T. A.
McClellan, Cayce.
_..--
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Robert Perry, Miss Sara
Linton, Mrs. Louis Holly, Mike
Butts, Ella Boyd, Jack Bay, Mrs
Harolr.igewitt, Mrs. Mary Faulk-
ner. BM rsWs, M.
Ed !Zit n,ilta.eWllaiana Kille-
brew, Lula Mai Thorpe, Alice Mai
Burtons.iLucille trumble, Fulton;
Mrs. Atatt Workman, Crutch-
field; Mrs. A. R. Stephens, Mrs.
H. C. Bell, Dukedom; Mrs. Aubrey
Coplen, Mayfield; Mrs. Donald
Riley, It!ckmanis, D. L. Stroud,
Wings; Nlike rarmer, Route I,
Clinton; Britt Baker, Union City;
Mrs. Archie Stone, Cayce; Mrs.
-Bernice Long, Route 4, Fulton;
Mrs. Raymond Warren, Granite
(Sty, III; Mrs. R. D. Snow,
Caruthersville, Mo.
CLASSIFIED ADS
SPARE TIME ENCOME:—Refill-
ing and collecting money from
NEW TYPE high_ quality coin
operated dispensers in this area.
No selltng. To qualify you must
have car, references, $600 to $1900
cash. Seven to twelve hours week-
ly can net excellent monthly in-
come. More full time. For personal
interview write P. 0. BOX 4185,
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202. Include
phone number.
rv ANTENNAS; We Install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472.3643 Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
chine and electric floor pollitha
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex
change Furniture Co.
DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All types of 'neurally.*
"Covering Everything"
221* Commercial
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-390.2
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
DIAL 472-1997
Storm Doors
Siding-Roofing
Awnings
Insulation
Windows
FHA Terms
TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main Bill Taylor
teachers received large salary in- levy an occupational tax foe
creases. schools.
This tax, which apparently solves
Also In November 1964, Louis. the local school-financial crisis, will
c'!'.e teachers held a one-day pro- go into effect Feb. 1.
test meeting and shut down the
schools.
That was in protest against the The Brain
defeat of a school.tax referendum. ". C1f1CAG() — Medical experts
Since then the legislature has pass- estimate that in 51 per cent of
rd a law permitting Louisville and measles cases there is a subtle
Jefferson County school boards to brain involvement.
•
U.S. NO.1 MEDIUM
Yellow
Onions
3 Lb' 194
Laborers From Indies
To Help Harvest Crops
NYACK, N. Y. — Secretary of
Labor W. Willard Wirt: has agreed
to let laborers from the British
West Indies p harvest the apple
crop in tbe Hudson River Valley
and elsewhere in the northeast,
says Rep. John G. Dow, D.N. Y. t
Parts For All Electric
Shaver: Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Super Right Fully Matured
CENTER
CUT
lb
Ground Beef 3------.49t(L•osvo Queniriersl.b. 334)
SUPER RIGHT
SMOKED 3...1
(Pkg 300
94
Pkgs
• • S • • . • • • 
Rump Roost (Bon•loss) Li.
SUPER RIGHT BEEF 99c
SUPSS RIGHT FRESH
Sliced Beef
H msssui;iPER RloGIINTELFEUslsLY( C.010. 
Korm. n 89t
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
Fryers L-6.29C
C... Ur 0, lb. 354
Tomato esFR7FTNEV.INEL,. 29tApries RED ROME 5 Lb. 59t
Ka e FRESH TENDER
FROZEN BULK
(Lb 63t) 5
-Lb. Boa
Scallops '3"
Cookies 3 VARIETIESJANE PARKER OLD FASHION
• S • • •
BONELESS BEEF
Steak Cuts
TOP ROUND
OR 
CURllb. sl"
BOTTOM ROUND
OR
SWISS lb.
Twin Pack) 3 Pkgs.
Ball Donuts JANE PARKER FROSTED
Cheese Slice
Peaches
MEL-0-BIT AMERICAN SWISS
sOR PIMENTO (Saco 8t)
MEDD.O.LAND EL BERTA
FREESTONE PIECES
CAMPBELLS MOST
SO 
UpSMEATLESS VARIETIES
Of6294
12-On.
P . 3 9
1 °1.3 0s. 094
Cons
6 icoi 0.. 70, HEINZ OR ANNan 
1 N
Cs • /V PAGElOvi Os. Ca
ALP FRUIT JUICE SALEI3 
C
1-AONTS. $100GRAPEFRUIT, ORANGE 14-01.
or BLENDED YOUR CHOICE
Breeze
Detergenti5.0z. 034
BOX
2-LB.
16-0Z. 8BOX
Blue
Silverdust15.0z. 04c
BOX
81tBOX
Blue
Rinso
32tBOX
77tBOX
Lux
Liquid
12-0Z. 03
ROT.
61-POTZ.. C 9
ROT.
Condensed
All
78t'OX
13-0Z
9-11. 
. 
$229
BOX
2 Le 10.0..Coo 854 Dishwasher All  " 4 04 54. 46tSurf Detergent ( ro.65t Spry Shortening 
Wisk Liquid P' 414 714 Swan Pink Liquid 'P'c!,°` 594 Coldwater All 784
Lux Soap moo,  2— 334 Vim Tablets 2 Lb 6 '24 544 69c Handy Andy  CLEAWI"12 R°' 694
Lux Soap (Staa Sts•) 3 is— 344 Fluffy All 12 '26 B."' 334 38L-ot 794 Lifebouy Soap iza:'•  2 — 434
,8EnGIAATGreen
•
 Be
0s T2C1 
a
Lb
s 39c 
•YOUNGS NAVY OR LbDried BeansPit41 pkg294
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(Continued Prom Passe One)
In cows you've weer wondered what the cakes auctioned over Station
WFUL look Ilk. Ms. above is a graphic crimple. Having fun at lise
daily auction ire standing Mrs. Nod W. Waldrop, Mn. Frans li•rber
and seated Mrs. James Robey and the human computer, Mrs. Robert
Batts. (S.. Notebook(
about the fine points of "making
friends and influencing people."
The instructor Ls a dynamic,
knowledgeable, friendly fellow who
makes his students feel at ease in
the most difficult of situations.
Moreover, the methods of teaching
students to remember people, their
flaws, and some characteristic
abbot them is fabulous.
You cannot imagine how difficult
it is to remember names (off the
cuff) unless you're called on the
carpet to tell why and how you re-
member them. I got caught up in
a small part of the lesson and I
must say that for people who come
in contact with a lot of other peo-
ple in their work and social ac-
tivities the course is worth every
penny that it costs.
When line Phelps' children come
"over the hill to grandmother's
house" they need a heavy auto-
mobile and a trailer to boot. Ima's
son Jerry came home for the holi-
days with his very attractive fami-
ly and "ole grandma" nearly flip-
ped with her gift-giving. I don't
know whether !ma was telling the
truth about them having to go
borne with a trailer, but when con-
sidering the gifts and their size
I cannot imagine what other
way they could have lugged them
back to their home in surburban
Detroit.
Everytime I see an old-time
saudeville act on TV I always get
•
Giving serious thought to the serious need for cooper •tion with the March of Dimes drive •re then loyal
workers, left to right, Mrs. Bobby Scants, Mrs. Gilson Latta, Mrs. Hendon Wright and met. Laymen Killer,
MARCH OF DIMES—
lOcrealnual from Poem One,
Waling - Mrs Morgan Omar,
Henderson Dr Mrs. Herble
Hunt.
MIST FULTON
Second - Miss Letha Exum.
Green - Mrs James Warren.
Third • Mrs R. E. Hyland.
Fourth - Mrs. Earl Heller.
Sunset - Mrs. Guy Upton.
West • Mrs. Ernest Cardwell.
Pearl • Mrs. Ellis Beggs.
Laurel - Mrs. Kenneth Turner.
Park • Mrs. Robt. Halley
Eei'ngs - Mrs. J. A. Poe.
Carr - Mrs. Carnet Wilson.
Reed, Gohlson, Browder & Thed-
ford - Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson.
Highlands • Mrs. W. L. Jolley,
Jr.
Deepwood - Mrs. Chas. Binford.
Iticcville - Mrs. James Hicks.
BE ON HAND
The West Fulton PTA will meet
today, Thursday, at 3 p. in. in the
Farm Room. Speaker for the
meeting will be Mrs. Leonard Al-
len, whose subject is "Responsi-
bility of Opportunity in Community
Resources." The nursery will be
open.
High Grade
Alabama
Lump & Stoker
COAL
Immediate Delivery
CITY COAL CO.
Dial 472-1150
Growing Number Of Fulton High
Students Are Making Honor Roll
Principal J. M. Martin has an- Jones, Buddy Myers, John Reed,
nounced the Fulton High School Randall Roper, Jerry Sublette,
honor roll students for the third six Janie Notes, Joyce Tharp;
weeks' period and also for the first
follows:semester. They are Seniors - Leslie Cheatham, as Rod-
THIRD SIX WEEKS: Freshmen. ney Foster, Wayne Lohaus, Betty
Avery Lee Hancock, Charles Reed Be3dles, Anita Bmidurant, Lynne
ifeney. James McCarthy, Stan Dallas, Letha Exum, Laura Hef-
ley, Jeanie 'Tinton, Mary ElizabethScales, David Winston. Rita
Adams, Brenda Barker, Gail Bus- Mitchell, Judy Olive, Mary Jo
hart, Susan Caldwell, Rita Cash, Pawlukiewicz, Carole Pigue, Sara
Jane Poe, r'eggy Reams, CeceliaDee Fields, Cathy Hyland, Joy
Lynn Jobe, Tina Jolley, Kaye Wright.
Mann, Kathy Meacham, Nan Students making-all A's are:
Myers, Donna Wall, Debby Wheel- Third six weeks - Charles Reed
er, Debby Wright. Hefley, James McCarthy, David
Sophomores - Denzel Dukes, Winston, Rita Adams, Susan Calif.
David Dunn, Glenn Fry, Jimmy well, Donna Wall, Debby Wheeler,
Trees, Ruth Ann Burnette, Rita David Dunn, Joyce Tucker, John
Craven, Roma Foster, Cynthia Reed, Laura Hefley, Jeanie His-
Homra, Joyce Tucker, Mary Jo ton, Sara Jane Poe, Peggy Reams.
Westpheling. First semester • Avery Lee Han-
Juniors - Mike Campbell, Steve cock, James McCarthy, Rita
Henderson. Steve Jones, Buddy Adams, Susan Caldwell, Donna
Myers, John Reed, Randall Roper, Wall, Debby Wheeler, Dense'
Joyce Tharp. Dukes, David Dunn, Cynthia
Seniors - Leslie Cheatham, Rod_ Homra, Joyce Tucker, Mary Jo
ney Foster. Wayne Lohaus, Betty Westptieling, Steve Jones, Betty
Beadles, Anita Bondurant, Lynne Beadles, Laura Hefley, Jeanie
Dallas, Letha Exum, Laura Her. Hinton, Judy Olive, Sara Jane Poe,
Icy. Jeanie Hinton, Mary Elizabeth Peggy Ream.s.
Mitchell, Judy Olive, Carole Pigue,
Sara Jane Poe, Peggy Reams,
Cecilia Wright.
FIRST SEMESTER: Freshmen.
Terry Dallas, Avery Lee Hancock,
Charles Reed Hefley, James Mc-
Carthy, Stan Scales, David Wins-
ton, Rita Adams, Brenda Barker,
Susan Caldwell, Rita Cash, Dee
Fields, Cathy Hyland, Joy Lynn
Jobe, Tina Jolley, Kaye Mann,
Kathy Meacham, Nan Myers, Don-
na Wall, Debby Wheeler, Debby
Wright.
Sophomores • Denzel Dukes,
David Dunn, Glen Fry, Jimmy
Treas, Rita Craven, Susan Critten-
den, Horns Foster, Cynthia Homra,
Joyce Tucker, Mary Jo Westphel-
ing.
Juniors • Henry Armstrong, Mike
Campbell, Steve Henderson, Steve
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
January 21: Mayme Jones; Jan-
uary 22: Pat Adams, Alma Brock,
J. T. Brundige, Ruby Gamblin,
Dave Gilbert; January 23: Johnny
McGuire; January 24: Danny
Faulkner, Ray Hunter, Marvin
Laird, Charles Reams, Rita Thomp-
son;
January 25: Jane Mary Pawlu-
kiewicz, Jeanne Riley; January
26: O. L. Bowden, Roger McAlister,
Mary Jo Westpheling; January 27:
Joy Lynn Jobe, Jane. Taylor.
Greenfield Monument Works
In OPerstion 64 Years
Large Display •
' Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons • •
W. D. rewire Greenfield
Fulton J. B. MANE= & SONS
Phone 4724153 Onimaddi. Two. Phan. 235-7213
enthusiastic about the prospect of
having an all-female, old-time Fol-
lies produced here with some of us
old-timers, as well as young ma-
trons starring in the cast. The
Lion's Club Ministrel is always
such a success and I think it stems
from the fact that local folks enjoy
seeing some of the businessmen
around town doing some kind of
musical antics.
Recently the League of Women
Voters in Louisville presented such
a vaudeville event and it was a
sell-out. The gals got rave notices
and a good time was had by all.
I've gone so far as to ask Viola
Strong if she would be interested in
staging such a event as a feature
of the Banana Festival, or either
to raise funds for the Festival, but
that's as far as I got.
Fulton will miss Rev. Denzel
Dukes and his interesting family.
The pastor of the First Baptist
Church here is moving to Milan,
Tenn, to fill the pulpit at the
Baptist church there. Rev. Dukes
is a member of the Rotary Club
and the Fulton Country Club and
took an active part in all phases of
community life. Rev. Dukes said
that he has enjoyed his stay here
and so did his family. Our com-
ment is that the feeling with the
home-folks is mutual. We hope that
they will come visit us whenever
they can.
Elsewhere In this issue you will
see a picture of our young lady-
daughter, with her dear friend
Rita Craven who have joined the
beauty pageant circuit with great
enthusiasm. Mrs. Craven and I
take a rather dim view of their
entering these contests, giving as
our excuses that both are too
young . .. (Mary Jo will be sweet
sixteen on January 26 and Rita is
about the same age, I think.)
Actually Mrs. Craven and I try
to discourage them because it's
too hard on us. You see, we think
that Mary Jo and Rita are mighty
nice people. To us they are extra-
ordinary young lassies, and it's
hard for us to understand why the
judges don't pick them without
even having • contest. That sounds
like an egotistical statement, but I
have found that nearly every moth-
er who sits around waiting for the
final judgment thinks just as we
do . . . don't you?
Anyway both girls say, and they
really mean it, that entering the
contests is good' experience for
them in acquiring poise, good pos-
ture, and relaxation when appear-
ing before the Public. Driving them
to Paducah last Ilitirsday for their
participial:04,4 beauty show to
select matt I kept telling
them I wish Uwe wouldn't do these
things . . whereupon Mary Jo
said: "Mother, we don't expect to
win, but think how many other girls.
we meet that we would never meet
if we didn't get into these shows."
I replied: "You've got it easy.
All you've got to do is change
clothes a half dozen times, walk
down a long ramp, keep smiling,
act gracious, and wonder if you're
going to get called back. But I
have to wait around with a bunch
of other mothers who're as nervous
as I am and honey chile that ain't
fun."
They laughed and I did too.
They didn't win, but they were
semi-finalists. So who's worrying?
--
WARM WEATHER DEPART-
MENT: Ruby and Maxwell Mc-
Dade left last week for Hollywood,
Florida where they will attend the
National Road Contractors meeting
and enjoy some fun, rest and re-
laxation for a few weeks . Mon-
ter and Horton Baird are planning
their annual trek to Florida to join
the McDailes . . Sonny and Vada
Puckett left last week-end for a
vacation in Miami .. , Stanley and
Margaret Jones are due to fly
down to join the Pucketts for some
sunshine and fun . . Tom and
Ethel WesMheling ate Scheduled to
go to the sunshine and orange
country early next month on busi-
ness and pleasure and are count-
ing on visiting around "temporary
Fulton," while there.
I have a little story that might
interest some of you folks who are
still afraid of this here now flying
business. Tuesday night, my sister
Nettie called me from Memphis as
nervous as a new-born kitten. She
was at the Memphis airport to
send off her two children Cynthia
and Sonny (both grown) on a flying
trip to Venezuela for a week. The
children were excited as all get-
out, but Nettie called for me to
re-assure her that flying was all
right. She said she had taken
enough nerve medicine to calm the
whole country, but was still ap-
prehensive about the young folks.
They were to arrive in Careens
Wednesday morning, so since it's
.mid-day as I write this I rather
imagine they got there all right.
But Nettie's nerves are something
else!
A. J. Rizzo, public relations man
for Standard Fruit and Steamship
called me the other day front New
Orleans on a business matter and
said: "Guess who's next door?" I
couldn't imagine. He bold me it
was the marimba band frotn
Guatemala, (the same band that
was here) and that when they now
him they kept saying: "Please
oil •
Rita Crayon (left) and Mary Jo Westpheling prove
frig is a way to make friends. The young lady whose
(See Notebook)
take us to Fulton." Those folk,
really love this place . . . and
what's more we love them too.
- Mrs. Tom Walsh from Chicago is
enjoying a nice visit here wie• hcr
sister Mrs. Clint Maxfield and Mr
Maxfield and other relatives.
Cile Sevignay, the gal who does
such a fine job win the woman's
program on WENK in Union City
stopped in the office Wednesday to
give us a resume of her recent trip
to Nassau, Puerto Rico and
Antigua. Being press day we didn't
have 'time for much listening ex-
cent to gather that the trip was
fabulous and that we ought to try it
sometimes. The nearest I'll come
to such a journey is to accept Cile's
invitation to dinner so that both she
and George can fill us in with all
the exciting and romantic details.
Mary Nelle and Doc Wright are
also back from a very interesting
trip to the West Coast where they
spent the holidays with son Don,
his wife Ruth and Hendon III. Mary
Nelle is a traveller who enjoys the
most interesting aspects of a trip,
from monuments to art galleries.
We've asked her to do a story -for
the News about the trip. If you
urge her to do so too, we might get
a travelogue that would be "must"
reading for any prospective travel.
lei.
4
their point in this photo when they say beauty pageant
back is to the censers is a new friend from Paducah.
•
Graduates of previous Dale Carnegie schools are asked to serfs a,
assistants for the rw•vi classes. Hero Harry flondursird, Jr. Knew%
Stanley, David Holland, Ray Williams and Faye Stephens (seated
seem pleased at the progr•ss being made by the "under-greduaties" o
Ms. Carnegie clasms. (See Notebook/
• 4
re;
Making notes at the Carnegie Course in public *peeking are: E•r1 Hollaway, Steve Green and his dad A
W. Green, Joyce Gargus, Mabel Bard and Tommy Pruett. The folks in the background are the groduate as-
sistants.
t‘
It taboo Wain concentration to absorb some of the points mad, by inshvctor Bristow and that's what +OH
folks are doing above. Left to right Mabel Bard, Dotty Harrison, G•rdnier Whitlock, Larry Sealy. The studisn'
with Mr head turned is Stai Hurt.
'.."101,0011t*Irow,
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2 Homemakers, Minister, Exec
Given 4-H Alumni Recognition
Robinson Mrs. -twin
Two homemakers, a minister
and an executive have been
named 1965 state winners in
the 4 It Alumni Recognition
program.
The Kentucky 4H alumni are
Mrs. Willie Pearl Jarvia of Ma-
ce°, Mrs. Andrew Jenkins of
Kevil, the Rev. Lucian T. Rob-
inson Jr. of Lexington, and
John Irvin Hazeirigg of Owens-
boro.
Each received a burnished
copper plaque mounted on wat.
nut from the Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corporation, 4-H
Alumni Recognition sponsor for
_13 years. The winners were se-
lected by the Cooperative Ex-
tension Service which directs
4-11 programs.
This national adult program
recognizes outstanding 4.11
alumni whose civic, business,
professional and public service
activities make them respected
and appreciated in the area in
which they serve.
Mrs. Jarvis, known as "Tom-
mie' to her many friends, has
been an active member of
Daviess County Adult 4H Lead 
emCouncil for six years and
has served as camp leader for
13 years.
Min. Jarvis also has served as
PTA secretary, taught Sunaay
School, helped with fund raising
drives of health organizations
and been activ.e in the Home-
makers Club.
During her 4 H membership,
also in Payless County, she car-
ried home economics projects
and attended camps. Her former
name was Willie Pearl Walker.
Mrs. Jenkins served as second
vice-president of McCracken
Counts 4-H Council for two
years. She held top offices in
the Homemakers Club and
Christian Women's Fellowship.
She is president of the Western
McCracken United Church
ORION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
-area
Nematode Resistant Soybeans
A number of Obion County Soy.
hean growers have inquired about
.ecuring soybean seed for the
966 crop year that are resistant
o soybean cyst nematodes. The
i'ickett variety of soybeans which
s nematode resistant will be
-Town by three Obion County farm-
.rs for seed purposes this year.
The Tennessee Crop improve-
-nest association and Tennessee
seed Producers are the organize-
ions in Tennessee that have now
•x-en given the responsibility of
.eel production of the Pickett va-
lety for 1966. The allotment of the
Pickett variety of soybean seed for
:966 has been made and the seed
were allotted only to farmers that
!hrough the years have been grow-
.ng and certifying soybean seed.
Several thousand bushels of
iematode resistant soybean seed
ire needed in Obion County but
anly about 10 acres of the Pickett
.ariety will be planted in Obion
county in 1966. The Pickett variety
.9 very similar to the Lee Soy.
wan variety. Certified seed pro-
lucers in this county that have re-
2eived an allottment of the Pickett
aaybeans include - Jones Grain
O., Mrs. Charles A. Barleam and
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Arnnas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3843
Janlans Nominee
Women. She has been active in
the PTA and Farm Bureau.
Mrs. Jenkins, nee Gelah Long,
carried clothing, foods and poul-
try projects during her 4-H
membership, also in McCracken
County. She has been a 4-H
leader for 11 years.
The Itev. Mr. Robinson Is
minister of Gardenside Chris-
tian Church which has a mem-
bership of about 1,000. He pre-
viously was assistsuit minister
and choir director at South
Louisville Christian Church in
Louisville. WI duties at both
churches have included the en-
tire youth program.
During his sophomore year at
Milligan College, his interest in
young people led him to seek
part time employment as a
youth minister. He works close-
ly with Boy and Girl Scout
leaders.
His six year 4-H membership
was in Robertson County when
he concentrated on agricultural
projects and served as club
president and secretary.
Hazelrigg is assistant mana-
ger of Green River Production
Credit Association. He joined
the Bun as office manager in
1941, then was on • leave of
absence while serving with the
Armed Forces. He has assisted
In the support given by his or.
itemization to 4-H.
Hazelrigg has served as proj-
ect leader of Daviess County
Senior 4-H Club and a commit-
tee member of the County 4.H
Adult Council. He is chairman
of the cornntfaion. On Vdacstion
In St. John's Methodist Church
and is put-president of Owens-
boro Council for Education. He
has been active In the PTA and
Farm Bureau.
He carried swine and press
projects during his 411 meta
bership and -had the champion
boar at Davies' County Fatr.
Mr. Quinton Boyett. We have
tried to secure seed for a number
of farmers but we have not been
successful in securing any of the
seed.
1966 OBION FM SCHOOL
The 1966 Obion 'County farm
meetings started last Wednesday
night. 125 farmers and their wives
were at this first meeting to hear
Bob Carter from the University of
Tenessee speak on Farm Income
Taxes. This is the largest number
to ever attend the first meeting of
the series of meetings.
Next Monday night, January 24,
the subject will be Farm Social
Security and changes in the Social
Security Law. Mr. Farris Vaden
who is in charge of the Dyersburg
Social Security Office will be the
speaker. Due to the many changes
in the Social Security Law - this
could be a very important meet-
ing to a lot of Obion County Farm.
crs
Feeding Farm Animals
Shortcourse
Next week, January 24-28, the
short course at Milan, Tennessee,
will be on Feeding_Earm Animals.
Livestock producers could benefit
from attending this short course
because they will be given an op-
portunity to learn the practical
principles involved in the use of
home grown feeds, and balancing
of rations will be emphasized.
Feeding for growth, reproduction
milk production, maintenance and
fattening also will be a part of the
Course.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
January 20 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Dresden.
January 24 - Farm School - So-
cial Security - Obion County Cen-
tral
Janiiary 26 - Alfalfa Burning for
Weevil Control - Demonstration -
Union City.
January 31 - Farm School - In-
sects and Plant Diseases - Obion
County Central.
January 24-28 • Short Course •
Feeding Farm Animals - Milan,
Tenn.
January 31 - February 4 - Short
Course • Insects & Diseases • Mi-
lan, Tenn.
You'll Say they're delirionsl
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fallon., Ky.
FARM BUREAU WEEK SET
Governor Edward T. Breathitt has .procl•irned the week of Janu-
ary 24 Farm Bureau Week In Kentucky. Looking over the Governer's
proclamation her. are Farm Bureau officials, from left, I. S. Wood,
Louisville, director of the Field Services Division; Louis F. lion. Har-
rodsburg, president; John W. Koen, Louisville, executive secretary;
and E. N. Logsdon, Louiaville, director of org•niaition.
Farm Bureau Week Is
Set By Gov. Breathitt
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
has declared Vie week of January
24.29 as "Farm Bureau Week" in
Kentucky. The Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation will officially
launch its 1966 membership cam-
paign this week.
In the Governor's proclamation,
it is pointed out that agriculture is
the number one industry in Ken-
tucky, producing more total income
and employing more people than
any other.
Governor Breathitt also refers to
Farm Bureau as an organization
with more than 80.000 rural and
farm families in Kentucky volun-
tarily joined together for the pur-
pose of speaking and acting for
themselves through organized ef-
fort.
During this week, county mem-
bership committees will meet and
special emphasis will be placed on
getting members to join Farm
Bureau.
Kentucky Farm Bureau Presi-
dent Louis F. [son. Harrodsburg,
has issued a challenge to the mem-
bers of the organization. loon says,
"Our problems that we face today
Commercial Cattlemen
Offered Memberships
In Angus Association
Delegates representing more
than 45,060 members of the Ameri-
can Angus Association took a bold
step at the group's recent 82nd
annual meeting in Chicago when
they voted to issue associate mem-
berships to the owners of commer-
cial Angus herds. The move was
made to help solidify the interests
of all Angus cattlemen in the na-
tion. It was passed by a unanimous
vote.
Commercial cattlemen who use
registered Angus bulls thus will be-
come allied with the owners of
purebred Angus herds to work to-
gether in an effort to improve the
quality and productiveness of all
U. S. beef herds. As associate
members commercial cattlemen
will take an active role in all As-
sociation activities. Last year more
than 5,878 owners of purebred
herds became members of the
American Angus Association.
Elected president of the organi-
zation for the coming year was
Earl Dugger, veteran manager of
Angus Valley Farms, Tulsa, Okla-
homa. J. C. McLean, Quincy, Illi-
nois, was named vice-president.
Secretary of the Association is
Glen Bratcher, St. Joseph, Mis-
souri. The group's treasurer is W.
A. Rafferty, Morocco, Indiana.
John Tolan. Pleasant Plains, Rli-
nois, was re-elected to serve a
three-year term as a member of
the Association's board of directors.
The annual meeting was preced-
ed by a gala banquet attended by
1,039 Angus enthusiasts. Highlights
of the banquet included tbe presen-
tations of awards to the exhibitors
of the Angus steers which won all
grand championships at Chicago's
recent International Livestock Ex-
position for the 18th time. The
event is the largest livestock show
in the world.
Mexico Geis Farm
Loan Of $25 Million
WASHING'TON — A VS-million-
dollar loan to assist in financing a
farm credit program in Mexico has
been approved by the World Bank.
It is the first World Bank operation
in which funds will be channeled
t o agriculture through private
banks.
Let's Get An industry
are complex in nature and great
11.1nther We must face all our
problems together as a united or-
ganization of farmers. Facing up
to what we must accomplish is half
the battle. If we keep Farm
Bureau's Image right, Farm
Bureau's future .111 be bright."
The Kentucky Farm Bureau
ended its 190 membership year
with 79.919 family members, an in.
crease of 4,574 over 1964. This is
the fourth year In succession that
DeePit
ea tie
74,urs
WWI AM PftrOit
sartweeed arm. Ce•Abvi Rea..
Farm Electricity irnportath
This atomic age in which we are
now Living has become sumer '1st
dependent upon electricity to power
many farm johs. We are still how-
ever not taking advantage of our
electric servant with some 1--
proved practices. For mar.y years,
the heat lamp has been in use for
'baby chicks and before that stoves
were used to give added warmth
to the young birds in cold weather.
NOW shall we think a little and see
just what can be done to boost our
farm income during the coming
season with an expanded electric
program.
One of our most important enter-
prises to this area for the coming
year is dairying. We use electricity
to light the barn, milk the cows,
cool the milk and some cases wash
the milkers and other equipment.
flow else could we use power for
more profit on the dairy farm?
You know, there Is a direct cor-
relation between the amount of
milk a cow will give and the
amount of water she drinks during
a 24 hour period. In order to quali-
fy this a little farther milk with a
butterfat test of 4 percent is 67
percent water, therefore, a cow
giving 5 gallons of milk daily will
have to drink enough water to
maintain her body and then pro-
duce 5 gallons of milk. Selfish as
old balite may be, she will always
take care of her requirements
first, leaving the dairyman some-
times with an empty milk bucket.
In cold weather water temperature
Is a most important factor when
the herd steps up to drink, If you
want a cow to fail in milk produc-
tion, just let the pond freeze and
do not cut the ice or supplement
her water, for a cow will only
drink enough very cold water to
satisfy her thirst and will not
drink her fill. It also takes a lot
of energy to warm this cold water
to body temperature so that it may
be utilized, and it takes feed to
make this energy. I think it would
be much cheaper to warm the wa-
ter with electricity than with ex-
pensive feed, and let the feed help
increase your milk production,
thus, more profit to you. Shall we
see just how much could be saved
with this one electric farm prac-
tice.
A cold snap could easily cut the
production of your herd trom 10 to
25 percent depending on your wa-
ter supply and shelter. The water
warmer for st 150 gallon tank
would cost approximately $3.5 00
and will keep the water tempera-
ture at 40 degrees to 48 degrees
during the coldest weather Would
an electric water warmer pay in
your herd? A few facts to Mop in
mind if you have decided sot to
take a chance of having your tali
check out this winter with Iced
water. The heating element should
be well insulated, water prod,
large enough for your tank and of
sturdy construction for years of
service. Cost is of little importance
when buying Your electric besting
element.
S. P. MOOILE & CO.
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Yellowstone
outsells
every other
Bourbon
in Kentucky.
(145
of them)
se57$15?e,
Kanocky Straight Bourbon. SO Proof & 100 moot II illod t
o•boad.
Yinto.sicee Distillery Co. Looms dia. Keetochy.
• SP,
MUGon
BOWL
Here's another outstanding bonus offer from your
Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer.
Each time you purciThse seven gallons of Ashland
Vitalized Gasoline you get your choice of a stylish,
light blue mug or bowl ... FREE! The mugs are
ideal for coffee, tea, hot chocolate or milk. The
bowls are just the thing for soup, cereal, ice cream
or dessert. You'll want to collect a complete set.
This offer is limited so hurry to your Ashland Oil
Dealer displaying the "FREE MUG OR BOWL" sign.
He's waiting to serve you.
your choice
when you buy
1 gallons
Ashland Vitalized
Gasoline.
Offer opine February 28, 1966
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
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THE FACTS
ABOUT SENATE BILL NO. 3
relating to strip mining in Kentucky
fr
Legislation has been introduced which would have a disastrous effect upon the strip Mining industry in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. The passage of this legislation would place Kentucky's coal industry at a
competitive disadvantage with other states. -
Senate Bill No. 3 is based upon a law recently passed in Pennsylvania. The attempt to use mining conditions
and reclamation in Pennsylvania as a basis for a reclamation law in Kentucky is not a practical approach.
Conditions in Pennsylvania and Kentucky are not similar at all. In Pennsylvania in 1964, $11 mines- produced
23,505,500 tons. In Kentucky, just 42 mines produced 25,175,200 tons, indicating the difference in size and
scope of operation in the two states. The Pennsylvania mines are working much smaller areas with less mate-
rial covering the coal and most of it soft, requiring a minimum of explosive costs. Kentucky mines operate on
a much larger scale, with wider and deeper pits. The material covering the coal in most cases is much harder,
involving the use of costly high explosives to prepare this material to be removed. These differences are so
important that mining in Pennsylvania and in Kentucky cannot be viewed in the same light.
Compliance with Senate Bill No. 3 will be costly to a point that is positively prohibitive. Engineering studies
show that the cost of reclamation work under Senate Bill No. 3 will be in the range of 60o to 90o per ton, depending
on varying mining conditions in different locations. This is a cost of several thousand dollars per acre on surface
land worth nearer $50 per acre before mining andiafter reclamation.
Kentucky's strip mining industry positively cannot pay these costs and remain competitive. The drastic impact
of a reclamation cost of 60o to 90o per ton is made clear by figures released by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. These
figures show that the average sales price of Kentucky strip coal in 1964 was $3.11 per ton, f.o.b. mine, compared
to the average sales price in Pennsylvania of $3.62 per ton, f.o.b. mine. A major reason for this higher realization
in Pennsylvania is because approximately 75 percent of the state's production is consumed within the state.
Conversely, only 20 percent of the coal produced in Kentucky is consumed in Kentucky. This means that 80
percent is sold to out-of-state markets in competition with other coal producing states. Hence, transportation
charges to other markets must be absorbed by Kentucky coal to remain competitive.
Kentucky coal cannot compete under the threatened excessive cost—cannot compete for the business of he
avy
industry, and of coal's largest user: the electric utility industry. Already atomic energy is taking utility 
business,
and offers the serious threat of further major inroads into coal's utility markets. Even a sinall cost increase can
turn the tide against coal produced in Kentucky; Senate Bill No. 3, as introduced, will definitely do
 so.
Let's keep Kentucky coal in business. Urge your Legislators to Vote against Senate Bill No. 3
.KENTUCKY COAL ASSOCIATION
An Association of Kentucky Coal Mining Companies
Mrs. John Nagel
John Thomas Exum, Miss Nagel
Wed December 26 In Germany
Mr. and Mrs. John Nagel, of Kitzengen, Germany,
anncunce the marriage of their daughter, Magdalene, to
ipecialist Five, John Thomas Exum, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Linton Exum, of Fulton, on December 26, 1985,•
it three o'clock in the afternoon in Harvey Chapel, U. S.
1.rmy Base, Kitzengen, Germany.
The bride was given in marri-
ge by her father. The only attend-
nts were Miss Brigette Duos and
Ir. Hans Nagel, brother of the
irid
The bride's formal wedding gown
vas of pate silk imported lace. A
lateau neckline framed her face,
ler voluminous skirt was poised
wer hoops and developed into a
hapel-length train. The sleeves
erminated in points over her
lands and she wore white satin
loves. Her illusion veil fell from
crown of satin petals. She carried
a cascade bouquet of white bridal
lowers.
The bride's mother chose a
'ormal afternoon frock of Madonna
ilue lace, with matching hat. Her
..orsage was of white flowers.
The altar was draped with a
'iesutiful altar cloth, edged with
old. A tall brass cross centered
he altar, and tall candles formed
pyramid as a background. An
arrangement of Christmas poin-
settias flanked the candles.
Captain Houstdn, chaplain, D. S.
Army, officiated, using an impres-
sive double ring ceremony in the
presence of relatives and close
friends. .
Following the ceremony, the par-
ents of the bride entertained with
a reception in their home The re-
ception table was draped with. an
mported linen cloth Arrangements
of lovely flowers centered the
table. and a tiered wedding cake
was served with coffee, .
The bride and groom had a short
honeymoon in Germany before
flying to the States via Boston,
Mass., where they were guests for
a few days with Milton Exum, bro-
ther of the bride and his family.
They are now at home in Colorado
Springs, Colorado, where Special-
ist Exum is soon to report to his
base at Fort Carson, Colorado.
Barkers Attend
165th Meeting
Of Chiropractors
Dr. Virgil H. Barker, who has
hiropractic offices at 304 Walnut
Fulton, and Mrs. Barker have
etumed from Fort Worth, Texas
vhere they participated in the 165th
Ongress on Research of the Park-
,r Chiropractic Research Founda-
ion, More than 1000 doctors and
heir staff members from the U.
Canada Australia, New Zea-
and, and Europe attended.
Reports to the participating doe.
'it's included "Stress and the
quricausal Diseases," by Hans
elye, M. D., Ph. D., D. S.c., Di-
ector of the Institute of Medicine
tnd Experimental Surgery at the
University of Montreal; "ESP, the
Sixth Sense in Diagnosis," by J. B.
Rhine, Ph, D., Director of the In-
stitute for Parapsychology at Duke
University; and "Extra Services
for the Chiropractic Patient," by
Les Giblin, LL. B., Director of the
Human Relations Institute, New
Jersey.
A special meeting, open to the
public. featured Carl S. Cleve-
land, B. S., D. C., Ph. C., Dean of
Cleveland Chiropractic Colleges in
Los Angeles and Kansas City, in a
lecture entitled "Your Spine, Your
Nerves, and Your Health." He
presented a movie made during
the colleges' research with rabbits,
showing manual production and
reduction of subluxations (spinal
misalignments) and their effects.
Chartered planes from Los An-
geles; New York; Columbus, Ohio;
and Toronto, Ontario brought about
400 members of the Parker Chiro-
practic Research Foundation to the
seminar in Fort Worth.
-Jr. Virgil Barker, who with Mrs. Barker attended the National Chlro-
ractic mooting in Fort Worth, Tomas is plcturod hove with Miss
 Brenda
Heber'', If, of Rutlawfordton, N. C. who was crowned Muse World
Nation of Posturo.
PALESTINE MUTING
The selection of pictures will be
the major project when the Pales-
tine Homemakers meet Friday,
January 21, at 10130 a. m. in the
community club room.
Let's Get An Industry
WINTER WORK SHOP
The winter work shop of the
First District organization of Wo-
man's Clubs will be held January
26 at the Paducah Woman's Club.
Persons wishing to go may call
472-1028 this (Thursday) morning.
Remember Our Boys In VI* Nom
The DR. ROBERT PACE Class Piano Method for
beginning. intermediate and moderately advanced
students—.
and
Adult HOBBY LESSON COURSE FOR ORGAN
will begin sessions the week of January 24. Private
Instruction and vocal coaching.
MRS. LEONORA BUSHART
1107 East Stale Line Phone 479-2984
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TRY THE Gent& BOURBON
(Green Lobel)
6 Years Old
90 PROOF
$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Setter Bottle of Bourbon,
mum mo WIT= IV NI1AVIN 54113. ournussies. INC, BARDSTOWN. NELSON COUNTY. U
NTAICKI
Things Are Happening
In
Fulton Merchandising
These Days!
The Fulton SHOPPER, Fulton's newsy, interesting, value-packed publication de-
livered free every Wednesday morning to every household in the whole trade area, is
the greatest thing that has happened to Fulton merchandising in the past 15 years.
\.•
— It CIRCULATES. It doesn't sin a m ailbox in the whole trade area.
— it has become a dependable SALESMAN for its advertisers. Ask any of its regular
accounts.
— It is a great help to the households it reaches, because in ONE *much week brings
advertising news of special events, money -saving prices and advertising of interest and
value.
THE FULTON SHOPPER is published by the Fulton NEWS.
News subscribers receive the SHOPPER as a second section
of the NEWS each week.
Published at 209 Commercial Avenue, Fulton
Telephones 472-1600 and 472-3412
Devils Fall
To Tornado
In Thriller
Game Very Close
For Three Periods;
UC Girl Mao Win
Ty Tanner ripped in five
field goals in the last quarter
at South Fulton] Friday night to
Spark a Golden Tornado rally
that kayoed a stubborn and tal-
ented South Fulton quintet
60-43. It was a hard-fought
contest and a hard-earned vic-
tory for the Union City boys,
presently ranked by the As-
sociated Press as the No. 9 team
In Tennessee high school bas-
ketball.
The triumph was Union
City's 16th in 18 starts. The
Tornadoes are undefeated in
West Tennessee play.
In the first game of the even-
ing, Connie Roberts was the
major gunner as the Lady Tor-
nadoes defeated the South Ful-
ton Red Angels 52-35. Rob-
erta, ithooting principally from
long range, paced all scorers
for the night with 26. Patsy
Emery tallied 13 to help out con-
siderably as the Lady Tor-
nadoes won their 10th game
against two losses.
You can't take it away fi ow
these South Fultim boys," Coach
Paul Kelley commented after
the game. "They played an ex-
cellent game, W. had to really
battle and It was our fourth
quarter that pulled It out for
us."
The Tornadoes fought for
their very lives In the first
three stanzas. They held only a
five-point lead as the final heat
began and, with five minutes
left to play, Union City was in
front by only three, 42-39.
Then the Tornadoes, /aced
with the real threat of defeat,
went on the warpath. Tanner
scored with • rebound, Don Mc-
Gaunt' hit twice on free throws,
Tanner punched one through
from 17 feet away, Steve °se-
men drove for lay-up, Danny
Ladd hit two from charity lane
and Oseman grabbed a rebound
and stuffed it In. Thel2 straight
points gave the Tornadoes • 54-
39 advantage and denied the
Red Devils the possibility of
victory.
°semen led the Tcniadoes
with 21 points while Tanner,
thanks to his brilliant play in the
final cent minutes ended us
with 17. Ladd tallied an ever
dozen fre the sight
Two of the four Negroes who
started the game for the Red
• OAD SALVAGE
COMPANY
Lake Si. Fulton. K
Devils dominated the Devil
scoring, Alan Ingram wli.h lb
points and Charles StunsoXwith
it.
The Devils led 13-12 after a
quartet and had a 17-12 ad-
vantage two minutes into the
second stanza. The Tornadoes
rallied to tie the score at
17-111 and then Tanner hit an
eight-footer, Oeeman tipped
up a two-pointer and the Torna-
does were in front toglay. They
led 24-19 at the half and 38-39
at the three-quarter mark.
Free throws continued to be
• problem for the locals whohit
only 10 of 24 attempts. South
Fulton didn't get many chances
and tared even worse, hitting
only one in seven tries.
The Ttfrnadoes, who didn't
use their full-court press until
the second half, completed the
game with only seven fouls
Charged against them.
The Lady Tornadoes had a
slim 11-10 lead after a quarter
but, with Roberts scoring II
points In the second stanza,
their margin increased to 24-
15 by halftime. Roberts got 10
more in the third frame and the
Union City girls were comfort-
ably in front, 40-22, when the
final period began.
GIRLS
Union City (52) South Fulton (35)
G. Revell 6 Pennington 19
Emery 13 Collier 13
Roberts 26 Archer
L. Revell - Neeley
Craig Long
C.arrett Netherland
SulastItutfai Union City -
Harris, S. Harris 7, Goodman,
Moss McAdoo, Day, Quarles,
Brinkley, Prather. South Ful-
ton - Jones, Hamilton, Fore-
hand, Whitlock.
BOYS
Union City (60)South Fulton (43)
Tanner 17 A. Ingram 19
McGaugh 4 L. Ingram 6
Oseman 21 Stunson 10
Perryman 6 Hamilton 6
Ladd 12 Speed 2
Substitutes: Union City -
Fowler, Tarver.
Carlisle County 70,
Fulton City 43
BARDWELL, Ky. - The Carl-
isle County Comets, with the aid
of their fast break and aggres-
sive rebounding, hurdled the
Fulton City Bulldogs 70-43, here
Friday night.
The Comets shot to a 6-0 lead
over the less experienced Bull
dogs, and pulled away to a !kw'
quarter lead of 144. The Comet:
continued to shoot well from thi
field and out-rebounded the Bull-
dogs and further witklened their
hiad to 3131 at halftime.
The Comets got hot in the sec-
ond half, shooting their way to
the final score Of 70-43.
Orville Mitchell led the scor-
ing for the Cornell with 16
points. Mike Thomason tallied
15 points, and Rodney Martin
and Terry Burgess added 10
points each.
Mike Ruddle paced the Bull-
dogs with 13 points. Henry Arm-
strong and Mike Gargus each
added 10 points.
carnets County . • 14 31 10 70
Fulton C10 1 11 sa 43
CA111.112LS COUNTY 17211-11orento
10. TImetaerm IS. SIMMS 6. Jeanine I.
'Melte/ IL Martin M. Geier I.
FULTON CITY t1131-Armelmag is.
Genre. IS. Ranee 11. Meant t. Dew
7. T. MAIM. Slepleene G. Foster 1,
WEEK END SPEC
For The Men
One Group
MENS LOAFERS and TIES
$4"
Reg Si $8
ONE GROUP
WORK SHOES and B
Lace and Pull-On
Regular & Insulated
$5" TS $16"
EVERY PAIR A VALUE- -
BAYS
FAMILY
SHOE
STORE
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NEW WATER SYSTEM - With Hornbeak's
new 100,000 gallon water storage tank com-
pleted, the Hornbeak Water Utility District
is scheduled to begin pumping water in Jan-
uary. Inspecting the new system recently
were, from left: Warren Blackley, secre-
tary and treasurer of the district, Jim
New Water
System
At Hornbeak
The new pumps of the Horn-
beak Water Utility District are
expected to berm their work Of
late January and for the first
time, 220 Hornbeak families
will not have to depend on their
own private water systems.
The new system lathe result
of many months of planning and
a 100,000-gallon overhead stor-
age tank which stands 100 feet
high is completed. Ti. filtering
and treatment plant is reaching
the completion stage and 6 1/2
miles of water line have been
laid to serve Hornbeak proper.
When completed the system
will have 23 miles of lines and
will serve not only Hornbeak but
outlying areas as well. The
capacity of the system 01 500
families.
For the first time also H orn-
beak end outlying areas will
have full fire protection with
adequate water for fire fight-
ing available.
The total coat of the system
will be $232,000 with money
being made available to thedis-
trict at 9.98 precent interest
through the Federal Farmers
Home Administration of which
James McIntosh is the county
supervisor. US Rep. Robert A.
Everett was instrumental in
getting the project on its feet
and in making FHA federal
funds available for the project.
Murray High 65,
Hickman County 43
MURRAY, Ky., Jan. 14-Mur-
ray High School, relying on the
fast break and a pourous Hick-
man County press in the last
quarter, picked up Its eighth
victory tonight by a 65-43 score.
Murray High's Steve Doran
rammed the rim for 19 points to
lead the Racers.
J. Barkely paced Hickmar
County with 19 points.
Euromart Top Buyer
NEW YORK-The European
Common Market became the
world's largest Importer In
1964 buying 1126.5 billion in
goods. The United States im-
ported goods worth $183 billion
in 1964._...
McIntosh, county supervisor of the Farmers
Home Administration through which money
was made available for the project and U.S.
Rep. Robert A. Everett, who wasalso lustre-
mental In getting the project on Its feet.
26 Area
Boys Become
Eagle Scouts
Twenty-six Boy Scouts were in-
stalled as Eagle Scouts at a
meeting Thursday night at the
Ritz Hotel. The Rev. John
Wood, pastor of the First Bap-
tist Church, was the speaker.
The class was named in honor
of H. F. Jones.
Installed were:
David A. Baker, Warren A.
Day, Joe F. Eaton, David F.
Fielder, Charles Green, Gary L.
Massa, Mark Paul Metzger,
Bruce R. Nicol, Robert L. Nit-
schke, Ricky Scheel, Willie Joe
Sigler, David T. Vantreese, Mark
Whitlow, all of Paducah;
Jan K. Buxton and Jerry L.
Knight, both of Murray; Ted C.
Crawford, Kent D. McClain,
Philip R. Morgan, all of May-
field:
Terry G. Dallas, John 13.
Jones, Lloyd R. Jones, S. Gordon
Jones if, and Stanley Scates and
Greg K. Venklasen of Fultcm:
Glenn Melton and Fred J. Por-
ter, both of Union City,
Clerk Positions
Open In POs
Of This Area
Examinations will be given
soon for the position of abaft-
tote clerk In eight nearby post
offices, it was announced today.
The clerks will be hired at
post offices in Horntesk,ftives,
Samburg, Woodland Mills,
Troy, Dukedom, Finley and Pal-
mersville.
Persons wishing toapply for
such positions, which pays $2.19
an hour, may pick up form 5000-
AB from their local post office.
This form should be filled out
and then mailed to the Execu-
tive Secretary, Board of U.S.
Civil Service Examiners, Room
906, Main Post Office Build-
ing, Memphis, Tenn.
Applications should be made
before Feb. 7.
Applicants will be given a
written test at the Union City
post office at a later date.
To browse or shop in the unique d
friendly atmosphere of our gift shop.
Find gifts, a full line of antiques, and a household
decorator item you will always cherish.
Thk1t RELAX I DINE PITOtill RIMS suowetme
airy ANTIQUE & NONE PUENIENNIE SHOP
Pim& 44-2141_ SC1IT1 ruktom itioN• 
Herald Rose
BLANKETS
* 70 x 90
* Rose Pattern
Ladies
CAMPUS PANTIES
• Sizes - Small
Medium - Large
* Elastic and
Band Leg
Fulton County 73,
Sedalia 54
SEDALIA, Ky. - The Fulton
County Pilots defeated the Se-
dalia Lions 73-54 here Friday
night.
The Pilots used good field goal
and free throw shooting to slip
away from the Lions, who were
never really in contention.
I The Pilots doubled the Lions'
scoring in the first half at 42-21.
and slipped to a 19-point lead at
the end of the game.
Bill Jerming won game scor-
ing honors for the Pilots with 21
points, along with Wright, who
scored an identical 21.
Fulton Counts 
 21 43 32 73SeMella 
 I 31 34 114
, FULTON COUNTY 1733-Sherests 3.Wright 11. Dellyer S. Pular 2. Js,,.-
Mos 21. Slack 3, Shelton 7. larl 4.Boron 4. Slaw 3. Teel .
SSDAIJA 134/-11nZy 4. Rowland
11. Grooms I. Tram 3, Gal-lon., 2. Dom 16, Bore 6. McClain 2.ltaleber.
SANDWICH
SHOP
South Futter.
Of interest to Homemakers
Fair Leaders
Rename Thorpe
Earl Thorpe, elected for a
third time to head the °Non
County Fair, today said fair di-
rectors are making an all-out
effort to obtain special exhi-
bits pertaining to the U.S. space
program for this year's fair.
Mr. Thorpe and other offi-
cers were re-elected to their
positions at Thursday night's
board of directors meeting at
the fair office.
Serving with Mr. Thorpe
once again will be first vice-
president, Dink Dietzel; second
vice-president, Jim ItIppy Jr.,
and secretary - treasurer,
Woodrow Emery. Mrs. Wal-
lace L.atea again was nailed as
the fair sec rata. y.
Custom Bactompuing
at ell 006101
*10 HJIJAIS U RGSiltS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
NEW CARDS
1966 Membership Cards
now on sale for
THRIFT SALE_
PETTI PANTS
33c
• Sizes
5 to 14
• Lace
Trimed
• Pastels
and white
BRECK
SHAMPOO
.00
SIZE
994
l'apeolac
P-44;
HAIR SPRAY
Our PLUS-value
Boys' Jackets
FRENCH FRIES
And Try Our
Ho-Maddi fbUl
Ladies
louses
66c
• Sizes
30 to 38
• Prints &
Solids
• Roll Up
Sleeve
Ladies
Turtle Neck
T- SHIRTS
• VINYLS!
• Sizes
Small
Medium
Large
• Black-White
Pink. Blue
• 100% Cotton
* Sizes
5 to 12
• Black
Olive
FULTON SOUTH FULTON
BULLDOG and RED DEVIL
- SWEATSHIRTS
CREDITEASY IF. ni 
RI in HIRSCH 81, Co.
TERMS
-We were overwhelmed by our
opening business and have now
settled down to a steady growth.
Each week we have more new cus-
tomers and the regular customers
seem to be buying more." Such
was the comment of Bud Halter-
man, manager of the E. W.
James & Son Supermarket of Ful-
ton, which opened for business on
June 10, 1965. This beautiful new
store, the third in the James chain
of markets, is the newest of the
group. The first one was opened
in Hickman in MI by E. W. James .,;.•
and is well established there. bar- • • •
log recently moved to a new toes- _a.--
tion and a new building. The sec- -
ond store is in Union City and (a-
cilities there have been expanded
several times. Billy Joe James
manes e Union City operation.
These ndly stores stress
quality handise - nationally
adve sits-and use their
ks to provide sea-
sonable i their customers
at heft The James Stores
purchase many local products
CLOSEOUT
Triple Dresser
Chest
IliOt Stand  
Desk  
PRICES
$69.88
 
 
$36.00
$ 9.88
$46.88
$29.88
Track With Wide And S•ive-
Brundige Sausage -- Pure Milk
Co., and Turner's Dairy items-
Swift Ice Cream and cheese In
summer months they purch a se
quality produce from local grow-
ers-the Hickman store buys furs
from local trappers, and this is a
surprisingly large business. (Might
find an interesting story there one
of these days")
The foods which are found in the
delicatesami--aalads, pies, cakes.
doughnuts, barbecued chicken and
pork are all prepared in their
own kitchen right there in the
store, under the most sanitary con.
ditions for the safety, as well as
the convenience, of their custom-
ers.
Fultonians can well be proud of
this beautiful, spacious supermar-
ket The 7.200 square feet of dis-
play space has been arranged to
the best advantage to make groc-
ery shopping both pleasant and
convenient
Bud was raised in Hickman. and
he and Nancy James were married
11 years ago After his tour of the
service. he started working for the
James Supermarkets Last March
they moved to SOS Forrestdale in
South Fulton so Bud could be resi
dent manager of the Fulton Super-
market. The rest of this family-
Chuck. 9: Dike, 7, Todd. 4 and
Home, 5 months - keep Nancy
pretty busy but she still manages
to find time to help Bud with the
office work. They are members of
the First Methodist Church,
BILLY JOE JAMES. —
Union City James Store
manager. Ho has helped ex-
tensively at this Fulton lo-
cation and is the one who
plans the ads we are privi-
lodged to print for you
every wield
by ADELLE
phoott & ern')
Poiscykoldsr e.iiso.i Aolevorod
Iry She of 1.4of Immaronco
277 Pork •. NY. N>', 10017
Q How much life insurance do
people in the United States own'
A. The Institute of Life la.
sarance says that at ne end el
1964 Americas' families have
nearly SOO billion a Ille Insur-
ance prenetioa. This was an
Increase of about Dia billion or
about 9 par emit over the year
before, Timor are the latest
Agnes available.
e
MN Intl,. II
LIIISill114110
The total listened $436 Whom
of canary life tantrum Ube
kind yell ante through an
mew): 1232 of troop life in
senate Ube kind g Ily made
available through an employer
for his workers); 630 Ulna of
credit life blearaace and $40
billies of industrial life Inner.
Aare (the Ida that lingually
paid for to ma inset wise calls
at haw).
• • •
Q If a family man with lim-
ited resources can own only one
small life insurance policy, what
kind should it be'
A. TM is the tied of
on width you skald have oaths
advice fres year life near-
ace agent, lie as alp you
measure your •st essential
seeds and fit the best polity late
year budget. You will tad that
be will leek let your Individual
circemstances, if yes an and
It, he may reanimated • stallibil
lide plan. as that is bask life-
time preteen's ant swwwwes in
Mart en • guaranteed bens. It
however, the priaisam on sea
• Pelle, 1st.. Mete la Stint. uos
Midget, be may suggest bane&
tate proteetles through a ea
rennin term insurance wary.
with the thought of taverna it
I. a straight life policy when the
tens mode By thee, there should
be ease bagel iseprovemeat, to
nimble you is carry the larger
pirmatim Depending set bow you
neintre ye* might an-
prestlee betweea the two, gating
a eesabilmattee family lamest nib
Icy, part Weight tile awl ssw
term.
Cowboys Named
Town
FROSTPROOF, Fla. - Fleet-
proof, near Lose leiles, was
named by early cowboys who
herded ante from Florida's
highlands ridge to this area be-
cause of the absence of hest
Be sure that row car is
completely prepared
for sole, smooth driving
in winter weather. Drive
in soon for thorough
wintorizotion.
genirld
winter
and antifreeze
check
Puckett Service Station
°PIN 94 
AND LADS SRL
040Ultli A DAT 
wyst
SKY Pn:i NCI
BEACH PART',
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US,
aturday
I.
.400
•-•
NIP"
•-• 11
11
••••••
s••••
$500 WINNER
JAN.
22 1±'
t."
Ira Brown, Fulton Route 3
SNO III
Its New
Liquid
MARGARINE
Pt. Plastic Bottle
_ .00 WINNER
PORMA PEER
Fulton Route 5
$156 mina
Ray Terrell
$5.00 Purchase a
 gok
Excluding Milk
and Tobaccos
3 LB. CAN la
$150 WINNER
#
W. E. ALLEN
South Fulton
7/1/5 MAY SE
YOU
i?el?'1,1e/t
t- To DAY
at PIGOLY WIGGLY
400 WINNER 01.00
CHERRIE
*CARD MUST al PUNCH- s
ea wAci4 we
TO BUY.-•
Nell CO. not
Num tit) Ibi.
plum* tip:.
to. WI • •
Michigan LB.
Made
CAN
PE
41c
Camp Fire IC oz. Ca
TAMALES 4 for $1.00
Van Camps
TUNA 5 reg cans $1.00
TV DINNERS
Frosty Acres t
Ham & Yam
Chicken, Fee
Beef,
Turkey and
Swiss Steak Re9 49c
Hot-Rising Lily White
FLOUR 25 lb. bag $1.49
Miss Liberty Salad
DRESSING . at. 39c
Maxwell Howe Instant
C
COFFEE big 12 oz. jar $1.29
Nautical, 16 oz. Can
SALMON Pink 65cTOMATOES
 
OPIRIDE 
1ILLINOIS
44
NV'
.5 /4
NV*
CRANBERRY Juice Of. 39c ORANGE JUICE ro."'39c 
WaffleStalsys Huai Tomato 14 oz. Boit!SYIVP -  Mit. Boil 3k " CATS1P . . 5 for $1.00
•FISHSTICKS 
.111111P
1. •
14
4IgO
Sunset Gold
SWEET MILK 1-2 Gal. 43c
Vanity All Flavors
ICE MILk 3- 1-2 Gal. $1.00
Frosty
Acres 1.0..
Breaded 
3 Pkgs.
Choc Covered
CHERRIES 10 oz. box 39c
Del Monte 2 1-2 Cans
PEACHES 4 for $1.00
Del Monte
TUNA 3 reg cans 89c 
Hspai 3 tall cans 39c WAFER 2 lb. bag 49c 
Wesson 48 as. Boit.
OIL cooking . . lic 
Mrs. Hubbard Vanilla
PORK
 BEANS Filianatest's Nnal
Reg. Price 29c
Swift's OZ 3 Lb. Jar
PEANUT BUTTER $1.19
Red Bird Reg. Cans
VIENNAS 10 for $1.00
Kobey 211 Size 10 For
POTATO STICKS $1.00
GIANT TIDE onl 69cCAB'BAGE Large Green LB. 4cTexas Heads"66/ a
• .4.1.
6...
•-• 1.
S. 1'1
••••••
•L' ,,
AMP
.514
"NOW
•
1.4 4-
.d 14
.. 14.
PIG LIVER . . lk 39c
TURNIPS Home Grown
 
lb. Sc GREEN PEPPERS 2 for 19c I FLORIDA Oranges doz. 29c
 BEEF LIVERU S. No. 1 20 Lb. Bag Red DeliciousENGLISH Walnuts lb. 29c POTATOES Reds 79c APPLES Doz. 49c  Chuck
.
 . . 5. 39cFRYING cHicKENst
 GovernmentSinspected 
 
r27c RE " land • ., 4 lb. crt. 69c
Us Lira
4.1 14
AMERICAN
EXPRESS
Money
Orders
HOLD HERE
ROAST CHUCK Pr. 43c
U. S. Choice Center Chuck
ROAST . . lb. 49c
U. S. Choice
ROAST shoulder lb. 59c
ROAST Vicrump lb. 99c 
U. S. Choice
STEAK RIB lb. 79c 
U. S. Choice
STrAK MINUTE lb. 99c
0 1 E sewed
 4 LIL
 arts 1
COME ugh/6pc2yoa che "AT YOUR- FRI EN DLY
PIGGLYWIGGLY
Whole LB.
Reelfoot
BEEF PATTIES 10 for $1.00
Breaded
VEAL cutlets lb. 89c
Cornish Game
HENS . . each 79c
dicks"
BREAST
LESS-TRIGNS
WINGS
!SACKS 
1GfaRAPI 
....,
AS OLNIY 1 0C
 tataps
Acres of F-R-E-E
Parking
Piggly Wino
Prices In This Ad Wed. Always S & H Double Store Hours Mon. Thru .
Good Thru Sat. Jan. 22 nd Stamp Day Thurs. 8-8 Fri. & Sal. 8-9
o Sunday • -
lb. 59c
Ls.  59i
Le. 490
Ls. 2.4p
Le. 
 II 94
Lek 394
LIL •
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Latin America, U.S. Communities Sharing In Grass Roots Cooperation
—The
Alliance for Progress is becom-
ing a two-way street.
Latin Americans are contrils
uting teachers, technical serv-
ices, art exhhits, minerals,
plants and other things to the
United States.
And it is done without govern-
ment financing at either end.
The communities in Latin
America and the United States
are sharing the costs — and the
benefits.
'The plan is what you might
call grass roots cooperation he-
tween the peoples of Latin
America and the United States,
on • private enterprise, good
neighbor basis," says James It.
!keen, director of the U.S.
agency's partners program.
Boren's friends in the U.S.
Agency for International Devel-
opment, of which the alliance
agency is a part, say Boren
practically Invented tht part-
nership plan. Partnership pro-
grams now are under way be-
EICHANCI
FURNITURE CO.
famstsmalismistlissmemconimil
tween 25 states or communities
in the United States and an
equal. number of areas In Latin
America. Additional plans are
in the formative stage.
For example, Delaware sent
an eight-member team headed
by former Gov. Elbert N. Car-
vet, to Panama. The team de-
veloped plans to provide equip-
ment and manuals for Pans
manian Boy Scans and Girl
Guides, funds for vocational
training in Santiago, and finan-
cial aid for the purchase of nets
and outboard motors by fishing
cooperatives In San Carlos.
In return, Panama won asked
to select three Panamenians to
advise the Delaware Highway
Department on seaside road
construction, beach erosion con-
trol, and ways to eliminate mos-
quitos.
Oregon sent a five-member
team to Costa Rica to work out
specific projects in advance of a
campaign to obtain statewide
public support for an exchange
plan. Said Max Harriger, bead
of the Social Studies Division of
the Oregon Department of Ed-
ucation and chairman of the
team:
"This Is not a Big Brother
program under which we tell
other people what to do. It is a
mutual exchange between our
people and those of other coun-
tries."
Boren, • noncareer man, for-
merly was • professor in Ar-
Wigton (Tex.) State College and
an administrative assistant to
Sen. Ralph W. Yarborough, D-
T,Si. tie was in Peru in 1961
and 1962 to help direct the AID
operations in that country.
"I soon pot the feeling the
people in the communities of
Pent wanted to do something
effective to share their skills,
experience and other things
with the people of the United
States," says Boren. "The idea
at tbe partners plan possibly
was born there, but actually the
alliance charter, approved by 20
American republi ca, contem-
plates the active cooperation
FREE FURNACE INSPECTION
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE St.:BLACK. hEPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Fret estimate cur cost of instollinis • new Lennox Gas
Furnace, Air Conditioner, -All Electric Howt-Pump-Electric
Furnaces.
cALL COLLECT
SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
FULTON, PHONE 472-1912
 •••01Wwwnwe
and participation at the citizen
level, on a private basis. That Is
what is happening now, and the
enthusiasm in all areas Is some-
thing remarkable."
This year, little Costa Rica, in
Central America, sent In Lane
County in Oregon's Crow-Apple-
gate School District a group of
teachers who taught Spanish
and worked with Spanish lan-
guage teachers In 12 elementary
tad junior high schools. They
ived with families of the region,
;pent half of each day teaching
;panish and history and sociolo-
ty of their area, the other half
n training.
"It was no successful that 40
school districts have expressed
interest in a similar project for
their schools next year," Boren
said. The Costa Rican teachers
spent three months, at a time
ehen their schools were dosed
for yearly vacations, and the
Oregon schools were open.
In Kentucky, the Louisville
school system, and the state
school authorities, have ex-
pressed interest in bringing in a
croup of teachers from Ecua
Inc. Texas' private committee
on the alliance partners is work
ing on similar plans with Peru-
vians.
Miami University of Ohio
wanted to train teachers in Por-
tuguese. So the state of Parana,
Brazil, sent up an expert teach-
er to work with high school
teachers taking summer cours-
es at the university.
From the State of Rio Grande
do SW. Brazil, the Indiana De-
partment of Agiiculture re-
ceived seeds of an allalfa-type
legume plant which puts its
roots down 40 feet to reach
water. Specialists there are
studying the possibilities of its
adaptation to rain-short areas in
the United States.
From Bolivia, 10 agricultural
students of high school age went
to Utah last year to live with
families in that state, and study
J.S. farming methods.
High school students in Minas
Gerais, Brazil, are sending
samples of minerals torn that
state to • number of high
schools in Colorado.
Coming to Illinois to learn are
two civic and social workers
from Sao Paulo State, Brazil, to
study methods of establishing in
Brazil the unified agencies for
raising funds for charitable pur-
poses. They will work with
agency people In Illinois.
Doctor
in the Kitchen
by WW.amnia, M.O.
Consunont Nahanni Dewy Council
DIET FOR
What is the best diet for people
with arthritis?
This is a question which comes
to practicing physicians, and to
all the organizations which offer
Informational services by mall
What shall I eat to p 
 
ar
thrills? What shall I eat when I
have arthritis? What should I
avoid eating, to help my arthritis?
There are really two answers.
One, given far too often, is hope
less and needlessly discouraging.
There is ne diet which will pre-
vent or care arthritis. Is this a
true answer? Well, it is and it
isn't. It is true that there is no
dietary formula for well persons
that will insure them against
developing arthritis Neither is
there any dietary formula for per-
sons with arthritis that will as-
sure them of a cure.
A Positive Answer
But there is another answer.
and it is a more encouraging one
This is a positive answer, one
that sweeps away some of the
misconceptions of the past It is:
proper diet is an Important fatter
is the seceessful treatment of
arthritis. 'hu, . it is not • cure in
and of itself but it is hopeful
and helpful.
In the past, arthritis patients
were deprived of protein, on the
false assumption that too much
protein was partly responsible for
arthritis changes They were also
deprived of calcium, on the
ground that changes in the bones
and joints were necessarily due to
over-supply rather than to faulty
boiy utilization of this nutrient
Now, specialists dealing with
arthritis emphasize that a fun-
damental principle in dealing
with this disease is good nutri-
tion, including adequate supplies
of calcium, protein, minerals. vi.
tamins and, indeed all good nutri-
ents — the four basic food groups
we keep emphasizing in this col-
umn.
Overweight is to be avoided to
minimize stress on the weight.
bearing joint*, but good neitrition
is to be maintained by balanced
diet.
fie" 'meow
FOR TWO PERSONS
ON THE MISSISSIPPI GULF COAST AT BILOXI, MISS. (RIVIERA OF THE SOUTH)
Including
4C FRU LOMAS - BUNGALOW MOTEL, BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI
CNOICE OF MENU - BUNSALOW RESTAURANT, BILOXI, MISS.
Fin USE Of BOAT AND MOTOR FOR NALF BAY SALT
FRESII WATER FISNING FROM GULF PARR MARINA
VISIT THESE OUTSTANDING AREA ATTRACTIONS
FtREE-1- Your choice of any two FREE!
yY World Fem.., BEILINGRAIN GARDENS •18 HOLES OF GOLFING at ant of tti
An assembly of the South's 1111,1 flowers and shrubs art.'s outstanding year °found count s
141,toricol BEAUVOIR the shrine of Loolederosvt yli( GUS STEVENS SUPPER CLUB • where
Tht Iced home and museum of kffrison Doris s notionally known celebrities enteric,n nightly
w.}‹ SOMETHING ENTIRELY DIFFERENTt
at tome a shrimper aboard Copt. Joe's -SAILFISH"
All New
Massey Ferguson Tractors
Combine or Corn Heads
NEW HOLLAND
Combine or Corn Heads
Any Used Tractors or Combines
Equipment of $2000 or more
WATER VALLEYJMPLEMENT COMPANY, Water Valley, Ky.
JOHNSON MACHINERY CO. Union City, Tennessee
DRESDEN TRACTOR COMPANY, Dresden, Tenn.
'
ARTHRITIS
Don't Eliminate Good Feed
This puts an end to the elimi-
nation of meats, fish, eggs and
cheese from the diets of arthritic
patients It ends the banning of
milk and its products, for fear of
too much calcium.
It recognizes the protein con-
tributions of dairy products as
well as their calcium content. It
recognizes that the cause of ar
thritis, as yet undetermined, has
certainly not been demonstrated
to be dietary it recognizes the
clinical experience that well.
nourished arthritics who are not
oyeriseight do better than poorly
nourished ones suffering from
dietary insufficiencies on top of
their arthritis.
Your Doctor Knows Rest
The diet for any and all or-
thr itics is that prescribed by their
attending physicians in the light
of their weight, their dietary re-
quirements in relation to general
health, and such special needs as
may be determined by allergies,
racial and religious customs, and
other factors known only to the
attending physician
Royalty Revd
Novel Becomes Musical
NEW YORK — A Lon-
don musical about the romance
of Robert Browning Lod Elisa-
beth Barrett has run Into& legal
tangle en route to Broadway.
The show "Robert and
Elizabeth" pays a royalty to
Fred G. Morin for the origtnal
Idea, But Morin, • civil cow
judge in Brooklyn, 'tantalite own
version (called ',The Raffia
Klan") to be used Instead tithe
English adaptation devised by
Ronald Millar and Ran Grainer.
Brooks Buys
Transit Line
In Michigan
Brooks Bum Line Inc. of Pa-
ducah has purchased the South
Macamb Transportation System
Inc. of Warren, Mich.
Brooks' new operation Is the
only public bus line in the city
of Warren, whkh has a pcpule
tion of 155,000.
Warren borders the city of
Detroit on the northeast side.
The bus line is a city transit
operation which operates from
5 a.m. to (730 p.m.
The new operation also gives
Brooks another new service,
which is the authority to render
intrainate charter service within
the state of Michigan.
Brooks already holds Inter-
state charter authority from
Michigan to all states and Can-
ada.
Hubert Garrison, native of
Murray, is the operations man-
ager of the Warren firm.
Student Steals
Churchill Cat-
LONDON Peter Jep-
son, 21, London student accused
of making off with Lady Spen-
cer-Churchill's car, has been
fined 971.00 and banned from
driving for a year.
New Dog Disease
Weakens Or Kills
WASHINGTON— A new dis-
ease In dogs has been found in
the United States, called Ely-
lichlasis. The disease produces
a distemper-like condition ac-
companied by anemia. Dogs be
come weak and frequently the
Mews is fatal. It is not MOP*
Nut to roan.
OPEN
Hours A Day
We give •
quality stamps
Mechanic on Duty • am 10 pow
7 Days • Week
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
If It, Not Right . .
Well Do It Again Free
W. C. DAPIONS DX
SERVICE STATION
4$-51 By-peas — Highlands
FRIDAY
NIGHT
FIS1
FRY!
<re,
5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75e \ io„
D R
Free Carob* Pie
Mush Pepples, Vow,
Tarter &mat
French LOH
RESTA -
rulaom IC • oe
••••
/1111111,
Big Sale News
Record Reductions On Famous
Sears Major Appliances
• UP TO THREE YEARS TO PAY1• No Money Down on anything
Sears Sells • Delivery & Normal Installailon Included in These Prices
11.2 Chest Freezer
at Our Lowest Price EVER
• Thin-wall construction for man
storage room at less cost
• Freezer coils welded directly
to liner for TOTAL CONTACT
COLD. .lower operating cost
NOW ONLY
194 8 8 hot602ds
Will be 5225.95 after this sale
Balk stomp at the lawnn cast par culac foot. 2
aid". Isiskon, I dIrlaar. Parceloln-lInlii Warier.
Dalrast drain. Safety Aral IIrr. kWonotIc owkor,
Soft bingos. Cola control, Interior 1h,l. Lock, 2
keys. White. a2lia.37i1n. high. 0111.50 monthly.
W1751642N - Shpg. an. 774th.... Cook $171.1110
III Coldopot 0 tt$116
0 5-year Hood 0a PretalctIon Phan 0
i Sr *In arm rke dr era el net ir .. 0ere dr• en Tie& liee•
1 dr b . eciaete • rare el Is, 0•<relative totalal3Mm= h..Aas alt,..-db' 0
a ilea or er pow lailr 0
W deetemiactelerlarg
w Foam trada do. el mlo A
IONCIMIC11110391a11,0.01411
SAVE $31 on Either Freezer
Offer •xpirias March 1, 1966
17.4 UPRIGHT FREEZER
at Our ALL-TIME LOW PRICE
NOW
ONLY
for ANY freezer of Ifi, sic,
$ 2 0 Cs bolds609 lbs.
Will be $235.95 after this sale
• Drain plug at bottom •Iiminatirs
bailing defrost water
• Swing
-out basket for balky It•ms
MP mei •ftli• re•I•lonl perceloln-flnIskent Inferior. 4 disitsso, I Iles ow.
Seals., 2 on, racks at dos. Safety Yonol lloAtnlarrot Free l• an. M•ge
rile dew plant kw an oirOofo mot Mal tangos co unit goon Rot wk.*
cohloofl. Cold conirol, InNeler 1101. leeit, 2 keys. 70i O7 In. wkly.
W17%214714 - Whim. ShIppinogrolohe 344 Ila. St monthly. Cab. MILS/
APAIREIPAPRIPAIMPRIFAIPAIFIPLIPIPSIOIKII/PIPMENONINEEEEKINEEEEMIIPTEMEMPEESEEEPAIRY
SEPTIC T.
C. G.
Frotters 4/
CL1
D'SED 1
bt
E X C
Purnito
LATE
— I
W64 Leiser.
air
1%3 LeSat,
local
1%2 Liam,.
mitaens
1%1 LeSabri
— CHI
61 MG; Nes
65 Corv•ir
1%5 Impala
speed
1964 Be
1964 Biscay
straight
1%4 impala
1%4 Impel
stra ight
1%3 Beleir
m I Nage
63 Cher nib
straight
63 impala
1%2 Impala
1%1 Impala
automatic
1159 Bolsi,
44 Ford ph
1963 Galesl
sharp
1063 Piiirl•n
air
1062 Galasis
Ps.
64 OLDS 4.e
61 DODGE
64 VW's on
61 Pontiac
local
Other m
Ti
P U
Used Car I
Main office
Ellis Writhe
ler — Larr
Dan Taylor
- 'WICKS -
3184 LeSabre 4-dr. HT; power
flie
1993 LeSabre
local
1163 LeSabre
mileistas
-1%1 LeSabre 4-dr.: Pewtitt, air
- 
CHEVROLETS -
61 MG; rod, 2 haps
65 Corvair 4-dr; local
1995 Impala S-Sport; 310
wood
1994 Erdal,' 2-dr. VI Pg
1994 Biscayne 4-dr. 6
straight
1994 Impala cow; VI, Pg. Ps.
1164 Impala 2-dr HT; VI,
straight
1143 Betair 4-dr; 6 cyl, Pg, low
mileage
83 Chevrolet 2-dr hardtop;
straight
PI Impala 4-dr sedan.
1992 Impala 2-dr HT. VI, Pp.
1991 Impala 4-dr. HT, VI,
automatic
1151 Bolsi,. 4-dr. VI, Pg.
- FORDS -
64 Ford pickup; full custom
1163 G•laide 4-dr VI straight;
short,
1993 F•irlane 4-dr. VI, straight;
sir
1992 Gelaci. 500 VI; automatic;
Ps.
- OTHERS -
64 OLDS 4-dc; power, air
61 DODGE 4-dr; power, air
64 VW's one red, one black
61 Pontiac 4-dr; low mileage
local
Other models not listed
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton
Main office 472-2486
Sills Heitheoti - Aubrey Tay-
lor - Larry %.y; Dwelt' and
Dan Taylor
Somebody is look-
ing for a chance to
buy useful items
that may be col-
lecting dust in your
attic or garage List
things you no long-
er need and offer
them for sale in a
low cost classified
ad! You'll make
that somebody
very happy and it'll
be cash in your
pocket.
Phone rod. y'
WANTED TO BUY: Ear corn or
shelled corn. Market prices paid.
'Southern States Co-Operative, Ful-
ton
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
Wanted responsible party to take
over small monthly paymen
ts.
. May be WW1 locally. Write: Cred
it
Dept., 224 W. Walnut St., Louis-
ville, Ky.
SEE THIS ONE '62 Olds, two-
loor hardtop with power brake:
and steering, air conditioned, at
Kenn-Tenn Auto Sales.
USED FIIIIIIITUBE
BARGAINS
Electric range• up
Refrigerators 115 tm
Tappan gas range 1411
Sratral outonsetk emitters
410 up
(All of the above appliances are
In operational condition)
Looking for a 1st class used car?
See Till Adams or Bob Glisson a
t
the New "Fulton Car Mart', Ful-
ton, Ky . .. 2 blocks N. of Derb
y
Cafe, Hwy. 51-By-Pass Phone 472-
2373.
04 ',Girton* 500 Hardtop,
Cruisamatic, black and
White
G•losie SOO.Air and Power,
local 1 owner car
62 Ford Gaiasis Sedan, 4.door,
V-11 automatic, beige, good,
clean, local car.
42 Ford Conve•tibte.Intercepter
spacial stick
61 Ford Sedan local one owner
car 6 cyl.
41 Ford Wagon, automatic and
power
40 Falcon Wagon
Ford Wagon
13 Bel Aire Sedan, local Or4
OWIlftr
63 Biscayne,
standard
92 Impala hardtop; stick
II Bel Aire Sidon, clean 6 cyl,
powerglide
60 Bel Aire Sedan, 11 cyl. pow-
•rglide, air conditioned
59 Impala Convertible, 11-cyl.
stick-rad
SI Wagon, 8 cyl. powerglitie
SI Chevrolet sedan; extra nice;
1-owner car; V8; straight
shift
(2) 63 Chevrolet pickups
62 Ford pickup
VANDEN
FOND SALES
MayIpld Highway
Fulton Phoaa 472-1621
Dee Ferguson. GMT Starks,
Grady and Gaylen Varders
39-GALLON automatic gas 
water
heater. 456.88 at Fulton Hard
ware
& Furniture Company. .
HELP WANTED MALE OR FE-
MALE: Dependable person needed
for steady travel among consum-
ers in Fulton Co. or City of Fulton,
Hickman and Clinton. Permanent
opportunity with large manufactur-
er Only reliable person considered.
Write Rawleigh, Dept. Ky A 1071
Ne Freeport. nt.
STUMPS REMOVED. Modern,
high-speed machine reduces to
chips in minutes. It. G. Shaw,
Hickman, Ky; 226-3104.
ALL STEEL metal wardrobe:
this week 118.90 at Fulton Hard-
ware & Furniture Company.
GOOD USED GE TV with oew
picture tube. $711.05 at Fulton Hard-
ware & Furniture Company.
PUBLIC AUCTION
-Ever Fridey Night- 6: PM.
berg. heated
building ma' to
Melrose Chemical
Co. In South Psi'
Auctioneer
47146311 or 445.2674
PONTIAC 4-door; good con-
dition clean
FORD 4-door; automatic
COMET 2-door straight
shift; deem
FORD icy'. 2-dose;
straight shift; chitin
Chevrolet 4-doer 11•1 Air
automatic, clean
GALAX!! V-11; Automatic
STUDEBAKER, OD SE Dr.
FORD 4-door; automatic;
clean, Ky. license
CHEVROLET Impala 14eer
hardtop V-11; Automatic; ale
CHEV. St. Shift ME meter,
hardtop 
_ 
_
CHEV Impala 44r; V4,
automatic
FORD V4 4-dr. straight
Rod and Whit* 4-doer Feed
Galaxio, Hardtop automatic
CHOY wagon, 4-deer
CHIP/. hardtop
CHEVROLET V-4 4-dr hard-
*); new motor; straight
shift
CHEV. 6-cyl asthmatic
CHIEV. Vi 4-4r. hardtop
extra dean
CHEVROLET, black,
straight ishlft, recently over.
hauled; geed condition
CHEVROLET 14-Ten pick-
up trick; geed condition
CHEVROLET pickup; aver-
age
CHEV. 3-4 ton pickup; good
condition
Simple Fare Good After Holidays
Many a fancy dish was
served during the holidays:
and. now, moat of Us have a
marring for simple food, uncom-
plicated and easy to prepare-
yet mighty good. Cornbread and
turnip or mustard greens has
been a right Popular way of
recovering from Christmas and
New Year's. Other good reme-
dies are the following family
supper or lunch dishes
&allotted 0Yoten
3-3 (two-thirds) cup melted but-
ter
11 cups toasted bread crumbs
1 teaspoon grated onion
1 teaspoon salt
46 teaspoon pepper
44 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1% pints oysters
14 (one-third) cup oyster liquor
14 lone-third) cup cream
Combine butter, crumbs, on-
ion and seasonings. Drain oys-
ters, reserving 14 cup liquor.
Place a layer of oysters In a
greased shallow baking dish;
top with a layer of crumbs and
I then with remaining oysters.
Pour oyster liquor and cream
over layers. Top with remaining
crumbs and sprinkle with pap.
rika. Bake in a moderate oven
(375 degrees) 25 to 30 minutes
or until browned. Makes about
6 servings.
Ham ned Egg Rarebit
cups large cooked ham
pieces or 1 pound sliced
ham, cut into small pieces
tablespoons butter or mar-
garine
tablesposes flour
40 teaspoon salt
94 tempo= dry mustard
cups milk
can (4 minces) diced mush-
rooms, =drained
teaspoon Worcestershire
sauce
cups shredded pasturized
process American cheese
3 hard-cooked eggs, sliced
54 cup diced pimientoes
Melt totter or margarine.
Blend in flour, salt and dry
mustard. Stir in milk, tin-
drained mushrooms and Wor-
cestershire sauce. Cook over
moderate heat, stirring con-
stantly until thickened. A d d
cheese and blend until it melts.
Fold hi ham, eggs and platen-
toe.. Serve on split hot bis-
cuits. Makes about 1 servings.
Cldcken Cements
HAM AND 500 DANNY is • nice, easy dish
to prepare when you're tired of all the fancy
holiday food and spending hours in the
kitchen. Good to serve with it are Bacon
tablespooaa butter
40 cup sliced onion
tablespoons flour
cups chicken stock or bat&
Ion
Salt and pepper to taste
or 3 cups cooked chicken,
cut in pieces
1 cup canned or cooked peas
1 cup diced carrots
Heat butter, add anion and
cook over low heat about 1$
minutes or until soft and light-
Biscuit. Just add lots of crisp bacon bits, the
drippings, and Vs teaspoon dry mustard to
packaged biscuit mix,
ly browned. Add flour and stir
until blended. Slowly add stock
and stir over low heat until
thick and smooth; season to
taste. (Cream may be substi-
tuted for part of the stock. Add
a little celery salt and onion
salt, if desired.) Arrange
chicken meat and vegetables in
layers in a large casserole. Top
cup buttered crumbs.
Bake in a moderate oven (350
degrees) about 25 minutes un-
til browned.
Quick Madan Diener
Cook a chopped onion In bot
fat until golden. Open a can
of tamales, remove shucks,
piece in skillet with onions, and
pour over it one can of your
favorite chill. Cover. Heat
thoroughly. Top with additional
can of hot tamales, removed
from busks, and sprinkle with
grated cheese. Heat to melt
cheese. Serve from skillet.
SAVE on
Unice U-111 Nylon Tires
Tub 7: &lock ONLY $11.88
1 .ryp.70 .t5 slack ONLY ULU
UNICO WINTER
MUD & SNOW
-750x14
$15.32
670x15
$14.83
11.2 - 24, 10-24 4-ply ___ $42.00
11.2 - 28, 10-28 4-ply __ $46.00
13.6 - 28, 12-28 4-ply ___ $64.00
13.6- 28, 12-38 4-ply _ $72.00
14.9 - 38, 13-38 6-p1y ___ $96.00
11.2 - 36, 10-36 4-ply ___ $56.00
SAVE ON UNICO POWER CRUISER NYLON TIRES
775 - 670 - 15 (While $21.00 (Black) $18.50 NYCON TU
BED
815 -710 - 15 (White) $22.00 (Black) $19.50 600 - 16 Black _ 
_ 
$16.00
845 - 760 - 15 (While $24.00 (Black) $20.13 650 - 16 Bla
ck _ _ $111.00
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DOZEN
LB. BOX
iNBAii CUE
CHICKENS
690LB
OUR OWN DELICIOUS TASTING
BARBECUE
PORK
LB.V. 111. 28
SIRLOIN STEAK us" a 790ADE A
AMBURGER B 39
REELFOOT BAG WHOLE STICK
69( BOLOGNA LB. 39
LOAF, PICKLE & PIMENTO LUNCH MEAT
6 OZ. 70
PKG, L 7C
PURE CANE
CHASE & SANBORN
450 COFFEE
PRIDE OF GEORGIA FREESTONE
590 PEACHES 29 07NO. 2 1/2 SIZE CAN
1O L. 990
4 41
$10000 CASHJACKPOT
NEW DRAWING TIME -
FRIDAY 6:00 P. M.
FROZEN
CAN 33c STEAK FROZEN WAGONSINGELTON 
CREAMERY BUTTER La 73c BROCCOLI GRATIN
MERICO PRE SLICED 
49c pitsfyIstApJYSTERS
STOUFFER'S 10 OZ. PKG. FROZEN
49c FISH STICKS
CHICKEN PARTS
CHICKEN BREAST 59c
LEGS & THIGHS L. 49c
CHICKEN GISSARDS 39c
CHICKEN WINGS L. 33c
FRESH LEAN PORK
BOSTON BUTTS
KREY (ALL MEAT)
FRANKS
REELFOOT HOUISER VALLEY
SLICED BACON
REELFOOT SLAB
SLICED BACON
GEE GEE
LB.
LB.
LB.
530
490
790
790
ADO
A SURE
VIT12117V:ER
FOR .DIAT.2111ER
Ideal for • meal pecked with taste appeal — for this la round steak at
its delectable best — fresh cut from CHOICE QUALITY beef and trimmed
In E. W. JAMES & SON special style that gives you MORE GOOD EATING
MEAT in every pound. Swiss It pan-fry it braise It — it will be
tender, juicy flavorful In all your favorite round steak dishes. Enjoy
E. W. JAMES & SON ROUND STEAK — tonight.
REELFOOT U. S. GOVERNMENT GRADED
CORN FED 69$ CHOICE
POPCORN 4- BAG 49C MEATY & LEAN
NECKE 
SEASONING 
LB 25( PORK illp STEAKSCHOOL DAY 303 SIZE CAN LB
FIN ESH ER
SHELLIE BEANS 1— 35c 
FATB N E !At a R 
LB 29( BEEF LIVER
MAXWELL HOUSE 12 02 JAR re SLICED LUNCH MEATS
Instant COFFEE $1.35 Great N BEING, mac SUGARJACK SPRAT 300 SIZE CAN .
Mexican Style Beans 10( EGGS
JACK SPRAT 300 SIZE CAN GRADE A LARGE
NAVY BEANS CAN 10(
39c EV11 S TEA 1/2LY10ES 12 OZ. CANLUNCHEON MEAT CAN
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.
LIMIT I PLEASE
 1/4
SNOWDRIFT
HORTENING
3 B 29s
FULTON PURE MILK PILLSBURY
COTTAGE CHEESE 2" BOX 49c PARKERHOUSE ROLLS
MAPLE LEAF STOUFFER'S 10 OZ. PKG. FROZEN
COOKIES (READY ---)3 -- $1.00 Cauliflower Au-Gratin
FLOUR LB. BAG 4901
ROBIN HOOD PLAIN or SELF RISING
iliRGARINE 5 LBS
FRESH LEAN TENDER
FROZEN FRENCH FRIED
79( Pc9Ty!V.9,E.S.EN
L. 99c CUBOOT PSIS:MIEN
805.PEG.29( DEVEINED SHRIMP V/v.,_  $2.89
TOMATO LIBBY'S
CATSUPLARGE 20 OZ. FOR $1BOTTLES
QUICK & EASY
BISCUITS CAN 50
CHERRIE
KELLEY 
$1.00 ICE 39c I(iFACKBERRY 1',PORgERVES 55c irstielizjii!R ESEliVES
JUICY PIGS 101/2 OZ CAN CAN 59CICE CREAM 69c 
FT
STRAWBERRY 8.11LIREY 51c ENTEitcjill; PRESERVES
ROSEDALE NO, 2 1/2 SIZE CAN
La
5 LB. BAG 69C
1'/2 LB. BAG 35(
S 303 SIZE CAN
HART'S 5 CANS
Apricot Halves 29 °Z 29 I POTATOESLIBBY S
Tomato Juice3 FOR 1180 20
Bartlett Pears 4 2C9A0NZS $ 1 POLE BEANSE— FA—
SWEETSWE1EToNED) "I 890
 
TOMATOESGOLDEN RIPENED
D R 
RED
1PEGS 8 IC APPLES
PACIFIC GOLD NO. 2 1/2 SIZE CAN
PILLSBURY (NO CALORIE FOOD
NABISCO (PINWHEELS) OREO
COOKIES
May We Invite You To Visit The Quality Stamp Redemption
Center, Miles Avenue By-Pass, Union City, Tennessee.
49c
54c
A Premium CrackersL.250
NABISCO
I
C GASPER'S 3C") SIZE CAN 5 CANS 1Chili with Beans $
4 49c
25c
39c KREY 300 SIZE CAN
Hot Tamales 4 CANS $1
SOUTH FULTON,
TENNESSEE
2
LB. BAG
LB. 23c
U. S. 
APPLES
AG
LB. 23c ci??2,TS
4-3.-39c SWEET POTATOES 4
FOR
LBS.
Our meat department features tender, choice grade meats.
This Is of United States Government grade and is stamped on
every piece of meat which we purchase. You will find the grade
listed on each meat label together with the price per pound
and the package weight. Preparldng sometimes limits the
weight of bottom size of cuts. If you ever have a question about
a cut, the meat manager will gladly open the package for your
inspection.
DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY.
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